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Abstract 

 

Geotechnical engineers often recommend the piles as foundations to support the high-

rise buildings and other structures subjected to forces. Henceforth, pile lateral and axial 

carrying capacity is necessary to be estimated. It is well known that settlement and 

bearing capacity are two leading factors that govern the design procedure of pile 

foundations so that the serviceability necessities are attained. 

This thesis demonstrates the expansion of numerical models which are 

purposed to be utilised to predict the load-settlement and the ultimate pile capacity of 

pile foundations embedded in sand and mixed soils. The finite element method and 

ABAQUS software are used to develop the models. To begin with, the finite element 

method (FEM) is used to model the bearing capacity and load-settlement behaviour of 

the bored piles, concrete driven piles and steel driven piles. Validating the load-

settlement diagrams has been achieved by using this method. 

 The data used for developing the FEM models in ABAQUS are collected from 

the literature and comprise a total of 50 bored pile load tests and 58 driven pile load 

tests (28 concrete pile load tests and 30 steel pile load tests) as well as CPT profile 

data. The bored piles have different sizes and round shapes, with diameters ranging 

from 320 to 1800 mm and lengths from 6 to 27 m. The driven piles also have different 

sizes and shapes (i.e. circular, square and hexagonal), with diameters ranging from 250 

to 660 mm and lengths from 8 to 36 m. All the information of case records in the data 

source is reviewed to ensure the reliability of used data. 

 The variables that are believed to have a major consequence on the bearing 

capacity of pile foundations are considered. They comprise pile diameter, embedded 

length, weighted average cone point resistance within tip influence region and 

weighted average cone point resistance and weighted average sleeve friction along the 

shaft. The sleeve friction values are not available in the bored piles data, so the 

weighted average sleeve friction along the shaft is excluded from bored piles models. 

The models output is the pile capacity (interpreted failure load) and settlement. 
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Additional input variables are included for modelling the load-settlement conduct of 

piles. They include pile materials (modulus of elasticity, Poisson’s ratio), soil 

parameters (cohesion, modulus of elasticity, dilation angle, friction angle, groundwater 

level, installation technique). 

 Results were presented in terms of the settlement and ultimate bearing capacity. 

Firstly, three different piles in different soil profiles were chosen, and numerical 

analysis for each of them were expanded. Moreover, the sensitivity of each model to 

Young’s modulus were carried out. Results of FEM in ABAQUS are presented with 

diagrams and visual presentations. Furthermore, validation of all 108 experimental and 

numerical models are shown in displacement-force diagrams. The validation method 

which consists of comparing CPT results and ABAQUS outcome shows they are the 

same in most cases, and the trend of diagrams are almost in the same orientation.  

 Above mentioned methods result the main purpose of this dissertation which 

is to validate a predictive FEM method based on relative difference between estimated 

and measured pile capacity. This was achieved by developing the ABAQUS package 

results and and finite element method in practical designing engineering process. The 

relationship of the results with other published reserchs is mentioned. It was found that 

considering soil-pile interaction can result in more optimistic design of deep 

foundations (piles). 

 The output of this study is very useful for designers and also for researchers 

who are going to apply this methodology on other problems in Geotechnical 

Engineering, like group piles foundationes. Moreover, the result of this study can be 

considered applicable worldwide because its input data is collected from different 

regions.   
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1 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 BACKGROUND 

Settlement and the bearing capability are noticed to be the prime features that control 

the scheme of piles (deep foundations). As a result, they have been the issue of concern 

for numerous engineering researchers all the way through the times past of the 

geomechanical engineering major. Therefore, various empirical and theoretical 

procedures have been suggested to govern the settlement and bearing capacity of deep 

foundations. The utmost trustworthy technique for defining the loading-settlement 

conduct and the pile capability is from outcomes of pile in-situ loading experiments. 

On the other hand, such experiments are costly, time-inefficient and need the 

accessibility of skilled human resources to administer them ([1]). Consequently, the 

capacity of piles and loading-settlement conduct are very regularly predicted and 

utilised for designing.  

Generally, the capacity of piles is predicted relied on static analysis utilising 

in-situ experiments or soil properties and dynamic analysis relied on pile-driving 

dynamics, even though the settlement is measured relied on the numerical analysis or 

loading-transmission theory of elasticity ([2]). The complication of pile conduct 

underneath vertical loadings and the nonexistence of a specific explanation of soil-pile 

interaction, conversely, have produced faults in the prediction approaches and 

restricted their attainment in accomplishing a correct approximation of settlement and 

capacity of the pile. The static procedures that use the bearing capacity theory to 

determine the pile tip and shaft resistance include failings resulting from significant 

improbability concluded the factors that affect the bearing capacity. For instance, the 

proportion of vertical to effective horizontal stresses, Ks, is continuously varying 

through the period of setting up and as a result, numerous selections for Ks assumed 
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in the research have been proposed by diverse authors. Even though Ks values will to 

prepare sensible responses for more or less designers, they have the temper of giving 

unpredictable outcomes for others ([3]). 

The dynamic approaches which are used to driven piles suffer from a number 

of obstacles. Initially, the dynamic analysis includes significant uncertainties due to 

erroneous approximations of energy dissipations ([1]). Also, the procedures tend to 

balance driving resistance and the loading bearing capacity which obviously, is almost 

not logical and would doubt ([4]). They also are governed by input presumptions which 

may noticeably bias the outcomes ([5]); the parameters, for instance, the effectiveness 

of energy transmission and the soil-pile quake, are presumed, and hence can not reflect 

the extraordinary mutability of the field circumstances. Furthermore, the theoretical 

analyses of the balanced pile formula relate the energy transmission mechanism to the 

Newtonian analyses of ram pile effect. This formulation is invalid theoretically for 

demonstrating the elastic wave proliferation mechanism, which in reality happens 

([6]). 

In recent times, the CPT-based techniques, mainly, those that use a direct 

relationship of CPT records with pile capacity, have developed favourably and widely 

utilised. This is due to the conductibility of soils in the CPT experiments, like 

cohesionless soils, from which uninterrupted models are incentive to attain. 

Furthermore, the CPT records may be correlated with properties of soil or straightly 

factored and utilised to predict bearing capacity of the pile without the necessity to 

supply intermediate factors like horizontal stress coefficient, Ks, and bearing capacity 

factor, Nq, ([5]). On the other hand, relative studies of the existing CPT based 

techniques performed by many researchers (i.e. [7], [8], [9] and [10]) have given away 

that the capacity predictions may be precise diverse for the same instance depending 

on the technique used. It is also set up that these approaches may not afford accurate 

and consistent pile capacity prediction. 

 The techniques that have been suggested to predict loading-settlement conduct 

of pile involve numerous restrictions. The load-transfer approaches pay no 

consideration to the continuousness of the mass of soil; consequently, they are not 

appropriate for analysing loading-settlement features of a group of piles. They also 

incline to extrapolate experiment records from one field to another, which is not 

constantly effective ([2]). The procedures that use the elasticity theory deliver 

estimated resolutions to the pile settlement which is installed in non-homogeneous 
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soils and can contain a substantial quantity of errors, if unexpected substantial 

variations in the module of soil occur alongside the pile length. The techniques also 

recommend an imprecise process to account for the soil-pile slip, henceforth can not 

get exact outcomes. Subsequently, the consistency and accurateness of suggested 

approaches for predicting the capacity of pile and loading-settlement are not definite, 

and the engineer may depend on his/her understanding to create a selection amongst 

these procedures utilising an extraordinary factor of safety for accounting for the 

improbability. Bearing in mind the insufficiencies in the beyond techniques, a better 

substitute for designing the pile and calculating the respective axial and lateral capacity 

and the loading-settlement conduct of piles is inevitable, and that can be the most 

recent technique, Finite Element Method (FEM).  

In recent times, with the prompt growth of computational machinery, 

numerical analysis methods including finite element method (FEM) are extensively 

utilised to recognise the bearing capacity conduct of piles, particularly for piles 

underneath complex load situations ([11] and [12]). The superiority of the numerical 

analysis method relies on the interaction amongst pile and soil and its capability to 

state compound soil layers. In this study, some features on the numerical analysis of 

vertical load piles in homogeneous sand and mixed soils using software package 

ABAQUS is examined in details. Firstly the constitutive sample for neighbouring soil 

and the contact conduct of pile-soil boundary will be discussed; then founded on the 

recognised numerical sample, the approaches for recognising loaded stress state were 

examined; lastly, the presumed shaft persistence in terms of vertical forces and self-

weight was compared with the CPT experiments outcomes. 

 

1.2 PROBLEM STATEMENT 

An experimental and numerical investigation to study the pile and soil behaviour under 

different loading conditions is needed due to several aspects. The contribution of the 

current research and its significances are resumed as below: 

1. The study highpoints some of the deficiencies that are present in the commonly 

utilised approaches for predicting capacity and loading-settlement correlation of 

piles (deep foundations) and attempts to acquire the perfect model. This aim will 

advance the trustworthiness of the designing and the safety of the construction. 
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2. The study is parsimoniously essential, as utilising exact model involves a low 

factor of safety. Accordingly, the wasted capability will be minimised, directing 

to time and cost lessening. 

3. Piles have numerous applications and any disaster in the foundation load 

transforming system will have several negative impacts in any economy and 

society. 

4. This study is essential to recognise the factors affecting pile behaviour by 

implementing the numerical parametric study and validating it with experimental 

results.  

5. The numerical model can be established to simulate the related aspects of the 

problem in order to obtain a better understanding of the model behaviour with 

respective visualisations. 

 

 

1.3 OBJECTIVES OF THESIS 

In the past few years, many types of research have been accomplished to investigate 

the conduct of piles subjected to diverse circumstances. On the other hand, a few works 

related to comparison the pile-soil behaviour in CPT results and finite element method 

outcomes, using ABAQUS package, are available. Thus, the leading goal of this study 

is to compare the experimental performance of a pile subjected to different loadings 

and soil profiles and numerical model of the particular case. Beforehand that, several 

numerical parametric works on different piles and soils are carried out by using finite 

element package, ABAQUS. In the next phase, a brief measurement to validate the 

numerical results versus experimental investigations will be performed. Therefore, 108 

different CPT results have been involved in this research to evaluate the finite element 

analyses. This equate is the original and unique contributions of this research. Besides, 

degrees of error for numerical methods have been demonstrated. In the end, the 

conclusion and suggestions for future studies have been released. All and all, the main 

aim of this study is to determine the feasibility of using finite element technique for 

modelling the axial loading of piles and settlement capacity of soils and piles 

embedded in sand and mixed soils. The primary objectives of the offered research can 

be summarised as below: 
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I.   Developing a model for accurate prediction of the pile load-settlement curve 

using finite element method. 

II.   Validation of the developed FEM model using cone penetration test results, 

which are reported in the available literature. 

III.    Conducting a parametric study to assess the sensitivity of the developed FEM 

model. 

IV.    Back-calculation of load-settlement curve for a large number of existing case 

studies in different soil profiles with different pile types using the developed 

FEM model. 

V.  Comparing the developed FEM model with other modelling approaches to 

evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed model. 

 

 

1.4 STRUCTURE OF THESIS 

To launch the research objectives, this thesis is distributed into five chapters, and the 

contents of Chapters 1 to 5 are concisely outlined below:  

Chapter one presents the studied problem and describes the scope and 

objectives of the research. A brief explanation of what will be enclosed in each chapter 

is incorporated. 

Chapter two defines the basic concepts of finite element method. Firstly, two 

principal techniques including p-y curves method and artificial neural networks 

(ANNs), are described concisely. The main components of each procedure are 

clarified. Besides, the necessary steps for the development of the aforementioned 

models are discussed, and some of the present shortcomings in two methods are 

itemised. The review branches out into both numerical and experimental approaches 

to provide a scientific basis for further investigations. FEM numerical models 

published in the literature are the source of the material parameters to be implemented 

in the FE model, and the results of these experiments are employed for the purpose of 

verification. 

Chapter three describes the methodology and specifications of experimental 

CPT setup and numerical modelling of piles under several loadings and soil types. 
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Chapters three to five focus on the investigation of comparing the outcomes of field 

CPT and numerical method in ABAQUS. In addition, the properties of the described 

models’ materials and specifications have been presented. Moreover, data collection 

for the respective simulation has been defined. 

Chapter four presents the results and discussion of the numerical analysis of 

pile samples. Firstly, three different piles in different soil profiles will be chosen, and 

numerical analysis for each of them will be expanded. Moreover, the sensitivity of 

each model to Young’s modulus will be carried out. Results of FEM in ABAQUS will 

be presented with diagrams and visual presentations. Furthermore, validation of all 

108 experimental and numerical models will be shown in displacement-force 

diagrams.   

 Chapter five summarises the main achievements of this work and presents the 

conclusions and some recommendations for further research and development. 
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2 LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.1 INTRODUCTION AND CHAPTER OVERVIEW 

The primary purpose and function of structural foundations are to transfer the loads 

and forces applied to the super and upper structure to the adequate and capable layers 

of soils. In the case of lateral horizontal and cyclic loads in nature or by human-made 

machines, such as seismic earthquake loads or wind farms or traffic, and if the upper 

soil layers are weak to transmit the loads to lower layers, such as tall buildings on sand 

soils or subjected to critical conditions such as liquefaction, some special 

considerations must be taken in the design and analysis of elements of foundations. 

The reactance and reflexes of a structure under lateral, horizontal, harmonic or seismic 

loads are dependent on the sort and form of external loading, specification of the 

structure and importance of it, surrounding soil mechanic characteristics and 

interactions between superstructure, foundation and the soil. This problem called the 

soil–pile-structure interaction (SPSI), is the focus of this research. 

Moreover, the settlement and bearing capacity of a foundation are considered 

significant factors that determine the plan of a foundation. Therefore, they are of 

interest to many researchers during the Geomechanics Science lifetime, and many 

theoretical empirical procedures have been performed to assume the settlement and 

bearing capability of one foundation [13]. 

In this chapter, a brief literature review is first conducted for SPSI problems, 

and then a study of static p-y curves is presented to estimate the pile capacity. 

Afterwards, we introduce an artificial intelligence (ANN) method and finite element 

method (FEM) and compare the results [14]. 
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2.2 SOIL-PILE-STRUCTURE INTERACTION 

ANALYSES 

The results of SPSI could not achieve a common compromise and cooperation between 

civil engineering scientists on the entire efficiency of a structure, mainly in soft soils. 

Some researchers (e.g.[15]) proposed that SPSI efficiency can enhancement structural 

requirements, while others believe that relinquishing SPSI would be a conservative 

approximation. The SPSI and input earth movement are the primary sources of a 

structure's response. A geotechnical engineer with cooperation with an earthquake 

engineer meets many challenges in designing foundations to overcome seismic forces 

because of complication issues and other loading cases. To maintain these problems, 

the engineering team needs to be proficient in soil geotech-mechanics, SPSI, 

foundation engineering and literacy science in structural dynamics. Currently, because 

of accessibility to FEM packages and nonlinear soil models, designing teams have 

concentrated on the nonlinear movement of soils and approximating the cyclic 

deficiency of foundations to yield correct and accurate SPSI forces [16]. 

Construction codes have traditionally calculated for SPSI just in an 

exceptionally clarified way (e.g.[17]). However, in the Eurocode series [18], some 

recommended techniques for designing foundations in harmonic and lateral loading 

have been included. In this literature review, the SPSI design method has been used to 

solve problems with numerical tools.. 

 

 

2.2.1 Method of Design Base on SPSI Analysis  

The main problem of SPSI’s features. There are two ways to accomplish SPSI 

analyses: one of them is considering appropriate interface behaviours and modelling 

the soil and structure together, and alternatively utilising primary of superposition. The 

second approximation has two stages which address two separate mechanisms, inertial 

interactions and kinematic interactions. Both ideas are based on the supposition that 
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the whole system remains linear. For the linear pile, soil and structure, the 

superposition remains valid ([19], [20]). 

  However, because of pile curvature as a result of horizontal loading transferred 

from the upper structure, superposition is valid for nonlinear systems with 

approximations that disappear quickly with depth. In a real situation, pile curvatures 

are less than 10 times the pile diameters under the ground level. 

 

 

• Interaction with Kinematic Interface 

If we ignore superstructure, the movement of the foundation is different 

from free ground movement. The term “free ground” refers to the 

movement of ground land, which is sufficiently separated from 

foundations so foundations do not have any effect on free ground. The 

reason for this difference is the kinematic interaction mechanism. These 

differences are observed because of wave inclination, stiff foundations 

or foundation supersedence. The method of describing kinematic effects 

includes using frequency interdependent transmission subordinates. The 

transmission subordinate is determined based on the ratio of foundation 

movement to free ground movement in the deficiency of one 

substructure. The transmission of the wave thru foundations increases 

an element’s foundation stress. These forces generate kinematic stress. 

• Interaction with Intertial Interface 

Movement at the foundation because of kinematic interface interactions 

makes the whole structure susceptible to stumbling. This action 

mentions which complete structure would generate internal power or 

reverse some kind of moments on the base level. Foundation or its 

circumambient land would gain extra kinetic control and displacement 

because of the aforementioned action. The main reason for these 

changes is its inertial interaction. The settlement related to the 

interaction between pile and earth and the inflexion of the foundation is 

described with a periodicity pile and impedance function (implement 

full impedance). Implement impedance is emulated with factors of 

dashpot and spring which affect the subgrade of the structure and its pile 

position. 
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The two aforementioned procedures occur during a concise time delay. 

 

2.2.2 Numerical Tools 

In the past, there were various methods used to solve SPSI problems [21]. Some 

of these models have been expanded and include boundary element procedures, 

numerical methods such as FEM, boundary element procedures, semi-analytical and 

semi-empirical and analytical resolutions. The first person who was successful to 

utilise a Winkler foundation beam method in the analysis of dynamic was [22]. The 

boundary element procedure was expanded ([23], [24, 25], [25], [26], [27], [28] and 

[29]). Boundary element method cannot combine the conduct of nonlinear soil or pile-

soil jointing. However, several phenomenon wave fields such as bending body waves 

can be competent solutions. In the last part of this literature review, using the FEM 

model to solve the SPSI model has been reviewed.  

 

 

2.2.3 Mohr-Coloumb Theory 

Mohr–Coulomb theory is a mathematical model describing the response of brittle 

materials such as concrete, or rubble piles, to shear stress as well as normal stress. 

Most of the classical engineering materials somehow follow this rule in at least a 

portion of their shear failure envelope. Generally the theory applies to materials for 

which the compressive strength far exceeds the tensile strength. 

 In geotechnical engineering it is used to define shear strength of soils and rocks 

at different effective stresses. In structural engineering it is used to determine failure 

load as well as the angle of fracture of a displacement fracture in concrete and similar 

materials. Coulomb's friction hypothesis is used to determine the combination of shear 

and normal stress that will cause a fracture of the material. Mohr's circle is used to 

determine which principal stresses will produce this combination of shear and normal 

stress, and the angle of the plane in which this will occur. According to the principle 

of normality the stress introduced at failure will be perpendicular to the line describing 

the fracture condition. 

It can be shown that a material failing according to Coulomb's friction 

hypothesis will show the displacement introduced at failure forming an angle to the 
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line of fracture equal to the angle of friction. This makes the strength of the material 

determinable by comparing the external mechanical work introduced by the 

displacement and the external load with the internal mechanical work introduced by 

the strain and stress at the line of failure. By conservation of energy the sum of these 

must be zero and this will make it possible to calculate the failure load of the 

construction. A common improvement of this model is to combine Coulomb's friction 

hypothesis with Rankine's principal stress hypothesis to describe a separation fracture. 

The Mohr–Coulomb[5] failure criterion represents the linear envelope that is 

obtained from a plot of the shear strength of a material versus the applied normal stress. 

This relation is expressed as: 

                  𝜏 =  𝜎 tan(𝜙) + 𝑐                                           2.1 

Where τ is the shear strength,  𝜎 is the normal stress, 𝑐 is the intercept of the 

failure envelope with the τ axis, and tan(𝜙) is the slope of the failure envelope. The 

quantity 𝑐 is often called the cohesion and the angle 𝜙 is called the angle of internal 

friction. Compression is assumed to be positive in the following discussion. If 

compression is assumed to be negative then 𝜎 should be replaced with −𝜎. 

If 𝜙 = 0, the Mohr–Coulomb criterion reduces to the Tresca criterion. On the 

other hand, if 𝜙 = 900 the Mohr–Coulomb model is equivalent to the Rankine model. 

Higher values of 𝜙 are not allowed. From Mohr's circle we have: 

                 𝜎 =  𝜎𝑚 −  𝜏𝑚  sin 𝜙 ;  𝜏 =  𝜏𝑚  cos 𝜙                   2.2 

Where 

                𝜏𝑚  
𝜎1− 𝜎3

2
 ;  𝜎𝑚 =  

𝜎1+ 𝜎3

2
                                        2.3 

And 𝜎1 is the maximum principal stress and 𝜎3 is the minimum principal stress. 

Therefore, the Mohr-Coulomb criterion may also be expressed as: 

                 𝜏𝑚 =  𝜎𝑚  sin 𝜙 + 𝑐 cos 𝜙                                    2.4 

This form of Mohr-Coulomb criterion is applicacble to failure on a plane that 

is parallel to the 𝜎2 direction. 

 

 

2.2.4 Drucker-Prager yield criterion 

The Drucker–Prager yield criterion is a pressure-dependent model for determining 

whether a material has failed or undergone plastic yielding. The criterion was 

introduced to deal with the plastic deformation of soils. It and its many variants have 
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been applied to rock, concrete, polymers, foams, and other pressure-dependent 

materials. 

The Drucker–Prager yield criterion has the form: 

                                   √𝐽2 = 𝐴 + 𝐵 𝐼1                                                2.5 

 Where 𝐼1 is the first invariant of the Cauchy stress and  𝐽2 is the second invariant 

of the deviatoric part of the Cauchy stress. The constants 𝐴; 𝐵 are determined from 

experiments. In terms of the equivalent stress (or von Mises stress) and the hydrostatic 

(or mean) stress, the Drucker–Prager criterion can be expressed as: 

                    𝜎𝑒 = 𝑎 + 𝑏 𝜎𝑚                                                   2.6 

 Where 𝜎𝑒 is the equivalent stress, 𝜎𝑚 is the hydrostatic stress, and 𝑎; 𝑏 are 

material constants. The Drucker–Prager yield criterion expressed in Haigh–

Westergaard coordinates is: 

                                  
1

√2
 𝜌 −  √3 𝐵 𝜉 = 𝐴                                          2.7 

 The Drucker-Prager yield surface is a smooth version of Mohr-Coulomb yield 

surface. 

 The Drucker–Prager model can be written in terms of the principal stresses as: 

√
1

6
[(𝜎1 − 𝜎2)2 + (𝜎2 −  𝜎3)2 + ((𝜎3 − 𝜎1)2)] = 𝐴 + 𝐵(𝜎1 + 𝜎2 + 𝜎3)            2.8 

 If 𝜎𝑡 is the yield stress in uniaxial tension, the Drucker-Prager criterion implies: 

                                      
1

√3
 𝜎𝑡 = 𝐴 + 𝐵 𝜎𝑡                                              2.9 

 If 𝜎𝑐 is the yield stress in uniaxial compression, the Drucker-Prager criterion 

implies: 

                                        
1

√3
 𝜎𝑐 = 𝐴 − 𝐵 𝜎𝑐                                           2.10 

 Solving these two equations gives: 

                           𝐴 =
2

√3
 (

𝜎𝑐 𝜎𝑡

𝜎𝑐+ 𝜎𝑡
) ; 𝐵 =  

1

√3
 (

𝜎𝑡− 𝜎𝑐

𝜎𝑐+ 𝜎𝑡 
)                             2.11 

 Different uniaxial yield stresses in tension and in compression are predicted by 

the Drucker–Prager model. The uniaxial asymmetry ratio for the Drucker–Prager 

model is: 

                           𝛽 =  
𝜎𝑐

𝜎𝑡
=  

1−√3 𝐵

1+√3 𝐵
                                                          2.12 

 Since the Drucker–Prager yield surface is a smooth version of the Mohr–

Coulomb yield surface, it is often expressed in terms of the cohesion (𝑐) and the angle 

of internal friction (𝜙) that are used to describe the Mohr–Coulomb yield surface. If 
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we assume that the Drucker–Prager yield surface circumscribes the Mohr–Coulomb 

yield surface then the expressions for 𝐴 and 𝐵 are: 

                             𝐴 =  
6 𝑐 cos 𝜙

√3(3−sin 𝜙)
 ; 𝐵 =  

2 sin 𝜙

√3(3−sin 𝜙)
                               2.13 

 If Drucker-Prager yield surface middle circumscribes the Mohr-Coulomb yield 

surface then: 

                            𝐴 =  
6 𝑐 cos 𝜙

√3(3+sin 𝜙)
 ; 𝐵 =  

2 sin 𝜙

√3(3+sin 𝜙)
                                2.14 

 If the Drucker–Prager yield surface inscribes the Mohr–Coulomb yield surface 

then: 

 

                𝐴 =  
3 𝑐 cos 𝜙

(9+3 sin 𝜙
 ; 𝐵 =  

sin 𝜙

(9+3 sin 𝜙)
                                   2.15 

2.3 p-y CURVES 

Engineers designing structures mostly prefer to use the beam Winkler foundation 

(BDWF) method instead of FEM or elastic progression solutions. Traditionally, p-y 

semi-empirical curves are used in BDWF such as those expanded ([30] and [31]). 

These curves showed the treatment of nonlinear soil with a chain of nonlinear sprigs, 

p represents the pressure of soil per unit longitude of pile and y represents the 

deflection. Some other researchers have expanded the p-y procedure to conflict with 

forces which are dynamic [32] and [33]. 

Almost all recent p-y curvatures which are standard has been expanded based 

on the idea of the tiny span of the diameter of pile related to full-scale horizontal load 

tests. However, Juirnarongrit  discovered the effect of the diameter of the pile on 

compact weak cemented sand on p-y curves on movement levels under the ultimate 

resistance of the soil [34]. This kind of p-y curvatures has been used by some basic 

commercial software programmes such as FILPIER ([17]), LPILE ([35]) and 

COM624P ([36]). Applying these program packages can calculate the moment and 

deflection along with the pile because of the proposed load. This literature review 

reviews the calculated p-y curvatures for the lateral forces in the deep foundations and 

procedures in order to detect the p-y curvatures using the numeric method. Available 

p-y curves or sand and clay soils are presented, and then the consequence of diameter 
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on p-y curves is presented following an analysis of p-y curves which are an outcome 

from the numerical analysis. 

 

2.3.1 Existing p-y Curves 

Figure 2.3 shows the p-y curves, which they are obtained using graphical tools. It is 

assumed that the pile is perfectly straight prior to loading (i.e. we do not have any 

bending within pile driving). Before loading, the force of soil which is applied to the 

deep foundation is similar to the pile’s radius (presented in Figure 2-1), determining 

that the lateral stress applied to the deep foundation is almost equal to zero. While 

increasing the pressure of the soil around the deep foundation, the load per unit of the 

deep foundation’s length was obtained. This procedure may be extended for many 

curvatures which create a chain of pressures per length of the pile in terms of length, 

generating the p-y curvature. By using the same method, we can generate a series of 

p-y curvatures based on the pile [37]. 

 

 

Figure 2- 1 Explanation for concept of p-y with a) foudation without loading b) 

foundation after loading (from[38]) 
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2.3.1.1  p-y curvatures in soft clay soil type 

A hip-and-tight straight force test was performed on a steel pipe pile with a diameter 

of 0.3 m inside soft clay at Lake Austin, Texas, USA ([31]). The specified shape of 

the clay p-y soft soil for the static loads was demonstrated by applying a parabolic 

equation in Figure 2.6 (a) 

 

𝑝

𝑝𝑢
= 0.5 (

𝑦

𝑦50
)

1

3
                                                  2-16 

 

Which 𝑝𝑢 is the maximum resistance of soil and demonstrates the shear stability 

of the soil and is a depth function, and 𝑦50 is the displacement of the soil at half the 

maximum soil stability. 

Figure 2-5(b) shows the specification formation of soil with soft clay criteria p-

y curvatures for the harmonic load. The noticeable differences among these two 

loadings show that tremendous tension deceased in cyclic loading. Table 2.1 shows 

the developing p-y curves methodology for harmonic and static loading. 

 

 

 

Figure 2- 2 Formation of the p-y curvature of soil with soft clay criteria with a) load in 

static shape b) load in cyclic shape (from [31]) 
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2.3.1.2  P-y curvature for stiff clay soil under water table 

In Manor, Texas, USA, two pipe piles with each having a diameter of 0.6 m were 

embedded in stiff clay soil below the water level and examined ([37]). The 

characteristic form of p-y curves for the aforementioned static and harmonic loading 

is shown in Figure 2.6. The stabilities of both cases are lower than the maximum 

resistance at more significant tensions. The parameters utilised to qualify the 

specification form of soil with stiff clay criteria p-y curvature are the same as the 

previous case. Table 2-2 shows the methodology of expanding p-y curves for harmonic 

loading. 
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Figure 2- 3 Specification formation of the p-y curvature in soil with stiff clay criteria 

under water level with a) static load b) cyclical load c) quantity of permanent A (from 

[39]) 

 

2.3.1.3 p-y curvetures for soils with stiff clay criteria over the water level 

There were a series of tests for a horizontal load on a pile with a diameter of 0.76 m 

bored in stiff clay over the water level in Houston, Texas, USA ([40]). For describing 

the characteristic form of p-y curves, fourth polynomials were applied that are slightly 

similar but more rigid than the p-y curvature of soil with soft clay characteristics 
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(Matlock, 1970). If we apply cyclic loading, because the number of cycles of load 

application increases, the resistance of the soil decreases. Table 2-3 shows the method 

of developing p-y curves for this soil [41]. Figure 2-7 demonstrates the specification 

form of the p-y curvature in soil with stiff clay specification over the water level. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2- 4 Specification formation of the p-y curvature in soil with stiff clay 

characteristic over water level for a) static load b) cyclical load (from [40], [39]) 

 

2.3.1.4 p-y curvature for sandy soil 

Two piles with each having a diameter of 0.6 m were embedded inside fine, de 

submerged, dense sand were tested by Reese et. al [30]. The result of the 

aforementioned experiment was used by Reese et. al  to develop a system for acquiring 

p-y curves of sand [30]. 

The characteristic form of p-y curvature comprises three direct lanes and one 

parabolic curvature (Figure 2-9) [42]. This procedure uses the primary modulus of 

response from the subgrade and the final resistance of earth to expand the p-y curves. 

Competent worthiness of prime modulus of the reaction of subgrade for various 

relative sand density suggested by [30]. 
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To obtain the ultimate resistance of a soil type on the ground level, wedge-type 

fracture theory ([30]) was utilised, and to obtain the largest opposing force from the 

soil with any spacing under the soil level, and flow fracture format was exerted. If we 

consider the aforementioned method, then the final strength of the soil was less than 

the outcomes acquired from experimental methods. Accordingly, [30] improved the 

stability of soil with proposing empirical modifications named A and B, shown in 

Figure 2-10, to cause the aforementioned lower value. Table 2-4 shows summaries of 

the procedure to expand the sand p-y curves. 

. 

 

 

 

Figure 2- 5 Specification formation for p-y curvatures in sandy soils (from [30]) 
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Figure 2- 6 Amount of factor A applied to expand p-y curvatures in sandy soil a) 

Factor A b) Factor B (from [30]) 
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2.3.1.5 Sandy p-y Curvatures and API 

One procedure presented with Reese, L.C., W.R. Cox, and F.D. Koop  is entirely 

tiresome in usual utilisation [30]. A simplified technique by O'Neill suggested the 

American Petroleum Institute (API) accept method [43]. In that method, the specific 

p-y curvatures are explained by applying one hyperbolic tangent coefficient. The 

equalization applied for determining the final resistance of the soil had been separated 

into three tiny sections and streamlined with the presentation of three factors C1, C2 

and C3 as factors of the friction angle. These coefficients are easily obtained from 

examining Figure 2.11(a). Similarly, the first modules of the undergrad reaction can 

be obtained from examining Figure 2.11(b). The experimental coefficient A for static 

loading trials was presented by a simplified linear equation. Table 2.1 summarises the 

method to expand p-y curvatures for the mentioned type of soil. 

 

 

 

2.3.1.6  p-y curves for soils with ᴄ-Φ 

By applying the usual simplified Mohr-Coulomb of a linear fracture envelope of the 

shear pressure vs. conventional pressure plane, soils can be ordered as cohesionless or 

cohesive. Based on the aforementioned assortment, theories were expanded to analyse 

geomechanical problems such as the interaction between soil and pile, which is our 

research subject. This concept can persuade to engage in substantial conservative 

designing for silt or cemented soil because the resistance the soil from the cohesion 

component is neglected. 

 Ismael, N.F. performed a full-scale vertical loading pile test subjected to static 

load in Kuwait [44] . Experiments were conducted using a reinforced bored pile filled 

with concrete with a diameter of 0.3 m, and the lengths of the piles were between 3 m 

and 5 m. The bending moment was evaluated for two piles by performing electrical 

resistance tension gauges. By applying a drained triaxial test, the friction angle and 

cohesion were determined as 35° and 20 KPa, respectively. The results show that 

assessed p-y curves for sand p-y curves expanded by Reese, L.C. were considerably 

underestimated with the experimental outcomes because of the presence of the 

cohesion ingredients [30]. A totally different method was then established to address 
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the pastiness parts. Figure 2.13 demonstrates the theoretical p-y parabolic curves for 

ᴄ-Φ soils type. Table 2.6 shows the technique used to expand p-y curves for soil with 

ᴄ-Φ type. 

 

 

Figure 2- 7 Characteristic formation of p-y curves in sandy soil (from [30]) 

2.3.2  Effects of pile dimension on p-y curves 

The literature review established in the previous section shows that for each soil type, 

there is a unique characteristic p-y curvature shape [45]. In contrast, almost all 

presented p-y curvatures were extended by relying on large-scale deep foundation 

exams on one restricted type of pile dimensions because of high-cost consumption for 

full-scale tests. Therefore, the validity of reaction when a large diameter (or micro-

piles with small diameters) is used can still be discussed. The literature review in this 

section concentrated on the effects of the deep foundation’s diameter on the p-y 

curvature in horizontally forced piles. 

 Reese, L.C. and Desai, C. used the information from tests on a 0.65-m pile in 

Manor, Texas, to backward compute the curves ([39] and [46]). These curvatures were 

operated to study the behaviour of a pile with a diameter of 0.15 m. The measured 

moment of bending was similar to the predicted one. However, the calculated 

deflection was less than the evaluated type. The conclusion of this regard was not 

demonstrated [47].  

 Dunnavant, T.W. and O'Neill, M.W. performed horizontally loaded deep 

foundation examination on piles with diameters of 1.83 m, 1.0 m, 0.22 m and 0.27 m 
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which were embedded in over-consolidated clay ([48] and [49]). They detected that 

the deviation at one half the final pressure of soil (y50) was not linearly related to the 

pile diameter. Thus, y50 decreases whenever the deep foundation’s radius rises. 

Therefore, the deep foundation third dimension (diameter) result was not completely 

interconnected in clay soil type p-y curvatures.  

           Stevens, J. and J. Audibert  gathered publicised instance records at vertically 

loaded deep foundations inside clay soils [50]. Both of them exerted the available p-y 

curvatures suggested by API  and Matlock, H. to respond to the deep foundation [51] 

and [31]. They determined that the ratio calculated to gauge deviation was larger than 

one and increased the deep foundation diameter. As a result, the calculated ultimate 

moments caused by bending are greater than the determined amount, and as much as 

30 per cent in the first scenario. To push and argument among both of them, they 

proposed that y50 must be adequate to the square root of a radius multiplied by two of 

the piles. In addition, this case demonstrates that available p-y curvature for soil with 

soft clay characteristics does not correspond to the consequences of the pile radius 

[52].                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 

 

2.3.3 p-y Curves with back evaluation 

Serdaroglu, M.S. Finite element analyses (FEA) is applied to numeric testing to 

compute p-y curvatures [53]. P-y curvatures may be back evaluated by utilising from 

finite element analysis or full-scale experiments by using two procedures. The first 

procedure uses the moment caused by bending forward ahead of the deep foundation. 

In this approximate scenario, an analytical phrase is coordinated to the separate 

moment values ahead of the pile. The equation is differentiated twice to obtain the 

opposition of soil p. The other procedure includes the integration of the shear pressure 

and normal pressure placed on a deep foundation with soil instantly encompassing it 

[54]. These two procedures may be applied to statically p-y curvatures. However, the 

first procedure is formidable by dynamic p-y curvatures because of the difficulty in 

fitting the analytical expression for every time increment.                                                                       
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Table 2- 1 Abstract of the method of expanding soil of soft clay p-y curvatures [31] 

Static Loading 

1. Compute ultimate soil resistance, 𝑃𝑢 

(using the smaller values) 𝑃𝑢 =  [3 +  
𝛾′

𝐶𝑢
 𝑧 +  

𝐽

𝐷
 𝑧] 𝐶𝑢 𝐷 

 

𝑃𝑢 = 9 𝐶𝑢 𝐷 

 

2. Compute at one-half the ultimate soil 

resistance, 𝑦50 

𝑦50 = 2.5 휀50 𝐷 

3. Develop p-y curves using the 

following expression 
𝑃

𝑃𝑢𝑙𝑡
= 0.5 (

𝑦

𝑦50
)

1
3⁄

 

 

Cyclic Loading 

1. Develop p-y curves Construct p-y curves in the same manner 

as for static loading for values of P less 

than 0.72Pu 

2. Determine transition depth 𝑍𝑟 
𝑍𝑟 =  

6 𝐶𝑢 𝐷

(𝛾′ 𝐷 + 𝐽 𝐶𝑢)
 

 

3. If the depth is greater than or equal 

𝑍𝑟 

𝑃 = 0.72 𝑃𝑢    for   𝑦 > 3 𝑦50 

4. If the depth is less than 𝑍𝑟 𝑃 = 0.72 𝑃𝑢𝑙𝑡   at   𝑦 = 3 𝑦50   and 

𝑃 = 0.72 𝑃𝑢𝑙𝑡  (
𝑍

𝑍𝑟
)   at   𝑦 = 15 𝑦50 
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Table 2- 2 Abstract of the method of expanding soil of stiff clay by water-free p-y 

curvatures (from[39]) 

Static Loading 

1. Compute ultimate soil 
resistance, Pu (using the 
smaller values) 

𝑃𝑢𝑡 = 2𝐶𝑎𝐷 +  𝛾′𝐷𝑍 + 2.83𝐶𝑎𝑍 (wedge failure) 

𝑃𝑢𝑑 = 11𝐶𝑢𝐷 (flow failure) 

2. Establish initial straight line 

portion 

𝑃 = (𝑘𝑠𝑍)𝑦 for static, 𝑃 = (𝑘𝑐𝑍)𝑦 for cyclic 

3. Develop p-y curves using 

the following expression 
𝑃 = 0.5𝑃𝑢 (

𝑦

𝑦50
)

0.5
, 𝑦50 =  휀50𝐷 

4. Develop the second 

parabolic portion of the p-y 

curves (from 𝐴𝑠 𝑦50 to 6𝐴𝑠𝑦50) 

𝑃 = 0.5𝑃𝑢 (
𝑦

𝑦50
)

0.5
− 0.055𝑃𝑢 (

𝑦−𝐴𝑠𝑦50

𝐴𝑠𝑦50
)

1.25
  

5. Establish straight line 

portion (from 6𝐴𝑠𝑦50 to 

18𝐴𝑠𝑦50) 

𝑃 = 0.5𝑃𝑢(6𝐴𝑠)0.5 − 0.411𝑃𝑢 − 
0.0625

𝑦50
𝑃𝑢(𝑦 −

6𝐴𝑠𝑦50)  

6. Establish final straight line 

portion (beyond 18𝐴𝑠𝑦50) 

𝑃 = 0.5𝑃𝑢(6𝐴𝑠)0.5 − 0.411𝑃𝑢 − 0.75𝑃𝑢𝐴𝑠  

 

Cyclic Loading 

1. Follow step 1 to 3 of static 
case 

Follow step 1 to 3 of static case 

2. Establish parabolic portion 

(up to 6𝑦𝑝)  
𝑃 =  𝐴𝑐𝑃𝑢 [1 − (

𝑦−0.45𝑦𝑝

0.45𝑦𝑝
)

2.5

], 𝑦𝑝 = 4.1𝐴𝑐𝑦50  

3. Establish straight line 

portion (from 6𝑦𝑝 to 1.8𝑦𝑝) 

𝑃 = 0.936𝐴𝑐𝑃𝑢 −
0.085

𝑦50
𝑃𝑢(𝑦 − 0.6𝑦𝑝)  

4. Establish final straight line 

portion (beyond 1.8𝑦𝑝)  

𝑃 = 0.936𝐴𝑐𝑃𝑢 −
0.102

𝑦50
𝑃𝑢𝑦𝑝  
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Table 2- 3 Abstract of the method of expanding soil of stiff clay water-free p-y 

curvatures (from[39] and [40]) 

 

Static Loading 

1. Compute ultimate soil resistance, 
Pu (using the smaller values) 

𝑃𝑢 =  [3 +
𝛾′

𝐶𝑢
𝑧 +

𝐽

𝐷
𝑧] 𝐶𝑢𝐷  

𝑃𝑢 = 9𝐶𝑢𝐷  

2. Compute deflection at one-half the 

ultimate soil resistance, y50 

𝑦50 = 2.5휀50𝐷  

3. Develop p-y curves using the 

following expression 

𝑃

𝑃𝑢
= 0.5 (

𝑦

𝑦50
)

1
4⁄

 for 𝑦 ≤ 16𝑦50  

𝑃 =  𝑃𝑢                for 𝑦 > 16𝑦50  

 

 

Cyclic Loading 

1. Develop p-y curves for static 
loading 

Follow step 1 to 3 

2. Determine parameter describing 

effect of repeated loading, C  

𝐶 = 9.6 (
𝑃

𝑃𝑢
)

4

  

3. Determine y for cyclic loading, yc 

 

𝑦𝑐 =  𝑦𝑠 + 𝑦50𝐶 log 𝑁  
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Table 2- 4 Abstract of the method of expanding sandy soil p-y curvatures (from[30]) 

 

1.Preliminary computation 𝛼 =
𝜙

2
, 𝛽 = 45 +

𝜙

2
, 𝛼 =

𝜙

2
, 𝐾𝑎 = 𝑡𝑎𝑛2 (45 −

𝜙

2
)  

2. Theoretical ultimate soil 

resistance due to wedge 

failure, Pst 

𝑃𝑠𝑡 = 𝛾′𝑍 [
𝐾0𝑍 tan 𝜙 sin 𝛽

tan(𝛽−𝜙) cos 𝛼
+

tan 𝛽

tan(𝛽−𝜙)
(𝐷 +

            𝑍 tan 𝛽 tan 𝛼) + 𝐾𝑎𝑍 tan 𝛽 (tan 𝜙 sin 𝛽 −

             tan 𝛼) − 𝐾𝑎𝐷]  

3. Theoretical ultimate soil 

resistance due to flow 

failure, Psd 

𝑃𝑠𝑑 = 𝐾𝑎𝐷𝛾′𝑍(𝑡𝑎𝑛8𝛽 − 1) +

            𝐾0𝐷𝛾′𝑍 tan 𝜙𝑡𝑎𝑛4𝛽  

4. Govern theoretical 

ultimate soil resistance, Ps 

𝑃𝑠𝑑 = the smaller of the values given from step 

2 and 3 

5. Ultimate soil resistance, 

Pu 

𝑃𝑢 = �̅�𝑠𝑃𝑠  for static loading or 𝑃𝑢 = �̅�𝑐𝑃𝑠 for 

cyclic loading 

6. Soil pressure at D/60 𝑃𝑚 = 𝐵𝑠𝑃𝑠 for static loading or 𝑃𝑚 = 𝐵𝑐𝑃𝑠 for 

cyclic loading 

7. Establish initial straight 

line portion 

𝑃 = (𝑘𝑍)𝑦  

8. Establish parabolic 

section of p-y curves 

𝑝 = 𝐶̅𝑦
1

𝑛⁄ , 𝑚 =
𝑃𝑢−𝑃𝑚

𝑦𝑢−𝑦𝑚
, 𝑛 =

𝑃𝑚

𝑚𝑦𝑚
, 𝐶̅ =

𝑃𝑚

𝑦𝑚
1

𝑛⁄
,

𝑦𝑘 = (
�̅�

𝑘𝑍
)

𝑛
𝑛−1⁄
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Table 2- 5 Abstract of the method of expanding soft clay soil p-y curvatures (from 

[51]) 

 

1. Theoretical ultimate soil 
resistance due to wedge failure, Pst 

𝑃𝑠𝑡 = (𝐶1𝑍 + 𝐶2𝐷)𝛾′𝑍  

2. Theoretical ultimate soil 

resistance due to flow failure, Psd 

𝑃𝑠𝑑 = 𝐶3𝐷𝛾′𝑍  

3. Govern theoretical ultimate soil 

resistance, Ps 

𝑃𝑠 = the smaller of the values given 

from step 2 and 3 

4. Determine adjustment coefficient 

for static and cyclic loading 

�̅�𝑠 = (3.0 − 0.8
𝑍

𝐷
) ≥ 0.9 for static 

loading 

�̅�𝑐 = 0.9                            for cyclic 

loading 

5. Develop characteristic shape of p-

y curves 

𝑃 = �̅�𝑃𝑠 tan ℎ (
𝑘𝑍

�̅�𝑃𝑢
𝑦)  
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Table 2- 6 Abstract of method of  expanding sand Cemented soil p-y Curvatures 

(from [44]) 

 

1. Ultimate soil resistance, Pu 𝑃𝑢 = 𝐶𝑝𝜎𝑝𝐷  

2. Correction factor, Cp 𝐶𝑝 = 1.5    for    𝜙 ≤ 150  

𝐶𝑝 =
𝜙

10
      for    𝜙 ≤ 150   

3. Passive earth pressure, 𝜎𝑝  𝜎𝑝 = 2𝑐 tan (45 +
𝜙

2
) + 𝜎𝑣𝑡𝑎𝑛2 (45 +

           
𝜙

2
)  

4. Characteristic shape of p-y curves 𝑃

𝑃𝑢
= 0.5 (

𝑦

𝑦50
)

1
3⁄

  

5. Pile deflection at which 𝑃 =

0.5𝑃𝑢, 𝑦50 

𝑦50 = 2.5휀𝑐𝐷  
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2.4 ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE METHOD 

Design procedure of a deep foundation (pile) is governed by serviceability and strength 

requirements. The settlement under load relations of the behaviour of the pile should 

be precisely identified to comply with the aforementioned requirements. Accordingly, 

the need for testing the in situ pile loading is required. However, because of time and 

cost consuming issues, the in situ loading tests are not always available [55]. In 

contrast, by using numerical and analytical procedures, the deep foundation load 

settlement relationships can be identified. In this respect, the pile foundation load 

settlement behaviours in various soil types are still complicated and not precisely 

understood. As a result, almost all existing procedures failed to generate stable success 

for predicting the response of deep foundations’ settlement under specific loading. In 

this consideration, artificial neural networks (ANNs) may be utilised to prepare a more 

correct solution. The capability of ANNs to take the nonlinear and complicated 

correlation of behaviour of piles without requiring a former estimated formula is the 

advantage of this method over a prior traditional procedure [55]. Currently, a set of 

ANNs has been utilised to successfully address more geotech-mechanical civil 

engineering questions (e.g. [56]; [57]; [58]) 

 In the following section of the literature review, (1) the ANN modelling 

method was used to simulate the relation of loading-settlement bored piles that were 

cohesive, (2) mixed and cohesionless soil results were used to compare experimental 

results with the efficiency of the expanded ANN model and (3) the correctness of ANN 

models using statistical analysis will be presented [55]. 

 

2.4.1 Overview of ANNs 

An ANN is a question-resolving method which attempts to simulate the task of the 

nervous system and brain of an individual human. In this chapter, multilayer 
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perceptions (MLPs) enlightened with the backpropagation algorithm are studied [59]. 

More details about this type of neural networks could be discussed in some published 

papers (e.g. [60]). An MLP can be created with three layers: output layer, intermediate 

undercovered layer and input layer. Several processing basis elements, such as neurons 

or nodes, establish each layer. The neurons of each segment are partially or entirely 

connected to the processing basis elements of another layer through connectivity 

factors. Networks are instructed to achieve one objective and with one category of 

inputting models and liaising objective models [55]. The input models are boosted to 

networks for generating predictable outputting models. Outputting models are 

compared with objective models, and squared mistakes are assessed [61]. The main 

mistake is back reproduced through networks, and gradient fall principles are applied 

to improve the communication weight and minimise calculated square errors. The 

previous procedures are maintained until the finishing criteria are satisfied [55] [62]. 

 As the deep foundation (pile) loading-settlement curves experience 

interdependence among the current and former cases of loading settlements stages, 

sequential (recurrent) nodes network are utilised. The following node networks were 

first suggested in [63] and contain two categories for standard state unit, plan unit and 

input unit. Functions of ongoing condition unit recall previous activities, and within 

instructing, the model of inputting information is presented to plan the unit whenever 

the standard condition unit is set to 0. During the first instructing period, outputting is 

generated or imitated back to ongoing case unit for the next instructing period. This 

procedure is maintained until the instructing stage ends. The efficiency of instructed 

networks is afterwards examined by utilising a self-determining validation category 

[55]. 

 

2.4.2 Extention of ANN instances 

In this case, an ANN pattern is extended by using the existing software and Neuroshell 

(version2 and version 4) package [64]. Two ANN patterns are expanded out for this 

task. The first pattern uses deep foundations which are bored (piles) set up inside sandy 

soils and mixture soils. The second pattern uses sake deep foundations placed inside 

the cohesive type of soils. All deep foundations are exposed to gradual continued axial 

pressure forces [55]. The information utilised for ANN pattern development is 
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gathered from the experimental outcomes of 66 loading settlements exams and the 

cone-penetration-test (CPT) outcomes. The database contains 58 instances reported 

with Alsamman, 6 cases reported by Eslami, A. and 2 instances announced with 

Milovic, D. and S. Stevanovic ([65], [66] and [67]). The number of instances for a 

deep foundation in mixed soils or sandy soils are 50, while the number of deep 

foundations inside cohesive soil is 60. Piles have round shapes and various sizes have 

radius changes from 32 cm to 180 cm and lengths from 6 m to 27 m. The piles 

discussed in this research has numerous limit of radiuses, but they have been ordered 

in two classes: short radius deep foundations (for radius < 30 cm) and big radius deep 

foundations (for radius > 30 cm). These gradings agree with the work by Ng, C.W., 

N.E. Simons, and B.K. Menzies  and rely on the reality that great scale foundations 

can be treated differently than short foundations [6] and [55]. 

 To create a relationship between deep foundation loading settlements, a 

significant coefficient based on loading settlements treatment need to be recognised or 

introduced for node (neural) network regarding changeable inputs. The coefficient 

includes the deep foundation geometry and confidants of soil. In the geometry of deep 

foundation, y is demonstrated by the pile diameter (D), and pile incorporation length 

(L). The features of soil are introduced by the weighted intermediate cone point 

persistence above pile fracture zone (qc-tip) and weighted intermediate cone point 

persistence above shaft longitude (qc-shaft). These changeable inputting factors 

demonstrate the layout unity of node (neural) networks, as shown in Figure 2-12 [55]. 

 

 

  

Figure 2- 8 schematic demonstration of ANN patterns (from [55]) 

 

The usual case of loading and settlements controls the next case of loading and 

settlements in imageries of the pile loading settlements curves. Accordingly, generic 

node networks for deep foundation loading settlements sketching consist of ongoing 
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cases, and those mentioned provide elements called former acting (e.g. neural of 

memory). The first step of the procedure presents an ongoing case of loading and/or 

settlements are placed into 0 and doctrine launches to foretell the subsequent awaited 

case of loading or/and settlements of an inputting loading and settlements increment. 

The anticipated loading and/or settlements are afterwards imitated backward to the 

ongoing case neural for a subsequent model of inputting information. Inputs of ANN 

patterns in existing case modules present an ongoing case of loading (Pi) and standard 

normalised settlement, εi (εi = 
𝑠𝑒𝑡𝑡𝑙𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡

𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑟
 ) which is increased normalised settlement, 

also known as Δεi, as demonstrated in Figure 2-12. The only result is a subsequent case 

of loading (Pi+1) [55]. 

In this literature review, to demonstrate this method, we mentioned the main 

points of this procedure. The normalised precipitation increments are selected as 0.01, 

0.02, 0.03, 0.04, …, 0.1, and 0.11. As presented by Penumadu, D. and R. Zhao [56], 

utilising vary strain increment amount eventuates in a well-done modelling ability 

without the need for a wide size of training information. Because of the need of 

information for the ANN, patterns on the settlements increment was not registered into 

the principal trials of the pile loading settlements trials, and the curvatures of 

operational trials were digitised for capturing the implicated information. One 

collection of 50 doctrines models was utilised to illustrate an individual loading-

settlement curve [55]. 

In addition, for low-diameter deep foundations, the fracture zone, which qc-tip 

medium was obtained following the procedure presented [66], above that when the 

pile end is placed in a homogenous kind soil, the fracture zone develops 4*D under 

and over the pile end; while when the pile end is placed in a firm kind soil layer over 

that incapable layer exists, the fracture zone develops from 4*D under and 8*D over 

the pile end. However, when the pile end is placed in a loose layer under a compact 

substrate, the fracture zone expands from 4*D under to 2*D over the pile end. In 

contrast, for vast radius deep foundations, the fracture region is obtained inside the 

range established to be 1*D under the deep foundation end. In addition, various deep 

foundation loading trials contain more geomechanical CPT than electrical CPT 

information; so afterwards, it was essential for transferring the geomechanical CPT 

records to equal electrical CPT contents. This trial was performed by utilising the 

formula suggested with [68], as shown below: 
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(
𝑞𝑐

𝑝𝑎
)

𝐸𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑐
= 0.408 (

𝑞𝑐

𝑝𝑎
)

𝑀𝑒𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙

1.19

                            2-17 

 

Where 𝑝𝑎 is the atmospheric compression, while 𝑝𝑎 and 𝑞𝑐 would be in kPa. 

The forthcoming stage in the expansion of ANN pattern is the information 

dispensation. In this study, information is accidentally distributed to two stable 

statistical complexes, as proposed with Masters, T. [69] and explained with Shahin, 

M.A., H.R. Maier, and M.B. Jaksa [70]. This involves an instructing collection for 

pattern verifying and one self-determining verification collection for verifying the 

pattern. Overall, 41 instances registered (80 per cent) of existing 50 instances of deep 

foundations set up in mixed soil or sand soil were utilised for instructing and 9 

instances (20 per cent) were used for scaling and reliability. However, 13 instance 

recordings (81 per cent) of the available 16 instances of deep foundations placed in the 

soil with cohesive criteria were utilised for trial, and 3 instances (19 per cent) were 

used for scaling and reliability [38]. The census of information utilised for the 

prosecution or verifying and reliability cases for the pile inside mixed soil or sandy 

soil are shown in Table 2-7, including the maximum, standard deviation, mean, 

minimum or limit. Briefly, the statistical pieces of information utilised for deep 

foundation inside cohesive soil would not be presented. It must be mentioned that 

similar to every empirical sample, ANN accomplishes better explanation than 

extrapolation; afterwards, excessive amounts of information utilised comprised the 

trial collection [55] and [71]. 

The following stage in the improvement of the ANN pattern specifies the 

optimum sample’s geometry. A mesh with a non-obvious substrate is utilised in this 

case, as it was suggested by [72] and [66] an uncovered substrate may prepare nearly 

any persistent subordinate where adequate connectivity gravities are utilised. The 

error-trial accede is utilised to specify optimal amounts of mesh parameters. After 

applying the aforementioned method, the number of non-obvious neural with 

assuming node network parameters would be determined. Alkroosh, I., M. Shahin, and 

H. Nikraz performed the numerical calculations for this method, so we refer the reader 

to that paper and satisfy this section by reviewing the procedure, errors and results 

[55]. 
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The mean squared error (MSE) is among the real and auspicated amounts of 

loads of deep foundation invalidation, and the collection was utilised with ceasing 

criteria from the terminating trial. While the MSE of validity collection has attained 

the smallest amount without improving the efficiency of the training category, the trial 

has been stopped, and the output is tested. 

Alkroosh, I., M. Shahin, and H. Nikraz  demonstrated that the outcomes that 

illustrate ANN samples are qualified for the exact prediction of complicated nonlinear 

treatment of deep foundation loading settlements with a high measure of correctness 

[55]. The actuarial decomposition of factors of relationship demonstrates infinite 

quantity near unification in trial and examine collections utilised for ANN sample 

improvement. 

 

Table 2- 7 Statistics of ANN output and input for pile in mixed soils and sand soils 

(from [55]) 
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2.5 FINITE ELEMENT METHOD APPLIED TO SPSI 

PROBLEMS 

The FEM must be used to analyse boundary amount subjects for any continuing 

medium. There are innumerable subjects in solid mechanics where the FEM is the 

easiest analysis tool. For instance, in the scope of plasticity, performing nonlinear 

analysis by using analytical or semi-analytical equations is difficult, especially for 

entangled geometries such as a deep foundation in layered soil. Similarly, the nonlinear 

analysis may be dissolved by the FEM to a much more straightforward extent. 

Frequent loading questions may also be terminated by utilising the FEM. The 

aforementioned phenomena are generally encountered in geotechnical acquisitions. 

 There is comprehensive literature on the applications of FEM to geotechnical 

engineering. The literature review reported here concentrates on the usage of the FEM 

to dissolve SPSI questions under dynamic, vertical and horizontal loading. The 

standard treatment of the several elements of a FEM resolution (i.e. boundary 

conditions, loading utilisation, …) in SPSI quandaries is first presented, and then a 

complete review of former function on the usage of FEM to dissolve individual SPSI 

cases is presented [73].  

 

 

2.5.1 Boundary Conditions 

The utilisation of finite element analysis differs from static analyses in assuming the 

soil’s stratum is infinite in the lateral direction (and also between times in the upright 

direction). In FEA, the building beneath the soil level is commonly supposed to be 

restricted by the middle of infinite soils, while frames above and near the soil level lie 

over a semi-infinite damaged area. In static analysis, constant boundary conditions 

may be used at some spacing from the zone of interest. In contrast, infrequent subjects 

such boundary conditions would return exterior distributing waves back to the pattern. 

Besides, constant boundary conditions do not adequately shape the external radiation 

of strength at the boundaries of design. A more magnificent design may minimise this 

issue because of material damping, absorbing most of the force in the waves returned 

from confined boundaries [74]. As a result, the increase in pattern size indicates an 
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undesirable and perhaps excessive extension in the computational period. Besides, 

symmetrical and anti-symmetrical geometries inbound content issues may be utilised 

to decrease the FEA period. Instances of both states can be found in [75], where the 

authors took the benefit of symmetry by confining lateral movements perpendicular to 

the symmetric axis; and in [76], the writers took advantage of the symmetry and anti-

symmetry as well.  

There are three alternating procedures that exist in finite element software to 

properly make the infinite intermediate boundary conditions. These procedures are 

discussed in the following sections. 

• Kelvin elements 

     Kelvin elements may be appended to abound to imitate an unlimited 

medium. A Kelvin element includes a spring and a dashpot affiliated in 

collateral [77]. The spring prepares stiffness essential to retain the static 

force in balance, while the cohesive dashpot imbrues the force that attains 

the bound. Spring and dashpot factors may be specified by utilising the 

solution expanded by [78]. This element is commonly utilised to imitate 

the bounds implicated in both dynamic and static analysis. In static 

analysis, the damping phrase disappears because of its interdependency 

on frequency. In contrast, in static analysis, a dashpot imbrues force as a 

subordinate of velocity, and because the velocity is zero, the dashpot 

energy is also zero. It was utilised by [75] and [76] the Kelvin element in 

their analyses for SPSI for the group and single deep foundations (piles). 

• Dashpot elements (cohesive elements) 

Cohesive elements were initially suggested been [79] for use in shallow 

foundations and utilised when the simulation only has a dynamic load 

(i.e. the frequency ingredient of the load is zero). The dashpots attract 

force until a maximum force. The dashpot factor per unit zone in the 

perpendicular and tangential orientations to the boundary may be 

computed from the addendum equations:  

 

𝐶𝑛   =   𝜌𝑠  𝑉𝑃     and     𝐶𝑡  =   𝜌𝑠  𝑉𝑠              2-18 

 

Here, 𝜌𝑆 is the soil’s density, 𝑉𝑃 is the wave’s velocity, 𝑉𝑆 is the shear 

wave’s speed, 𝐶𝑛 is the factor per unit zone perpendicular to bound and 
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𝐶𝑡 is the factor per unit zone tangent to bound. Cohesive dashpots are 

utilised mostly in site responses and SPSI issues (i.e. [80], [81], [82], 

among others). 

• Infinite elements 

Infinite elements are utilised in boundary quantity questions with 

unrestrained boundaries (infinite average) or questions with a lower 

zone of interest in comparison with the surrounding average [83]. 

Countless elements are commonly utilised in the continuity of finite 

elements. The treatment of infinite items is equivalent to the treatment 

of  Kelvin elements, but far away nodes cannot move, while the infinite 

element acts linearly. Within static analysis, the effect of infinite 

elements stiffness at finite elements pattern boundaries relies on the 

pattern of [84]. Within dynamic analyses, infinite elements provide 

“quiet” boundaries on finite element model’s boundaries by relying on 

the patterns of [85] and [86]. The dynamic response of infinite elements 

relies on observation of smooth framework waves moving orthogonally 

to their boundaries. Nevertheless, the respond next to the boundary is 

small enough to assume average responses occur in a linear elastic style. 

A sample of the usage of the infinite element in dynamic issues is the 

wave dissemination analyses of [87] and [88]. 

 

2.5.2 Pile-soil interface 

Pile-soil interfaces modelling chips in the behaviour of the pile–soil–structure 

regularity [89]. The pile-soil jointing is commonly modelled in two methods, either as 

a wholly bonded joint or as a frictional joint where pile-soil gapping or slipping can 

occur. In a realistic case, the joint should be modelled to combine gapping and 

slipping. Although computational modelling of hardness and time guidance requires 

researchers to remark complete bonding in some of the standard applications and the 

difficulty to be analysed is independent on gapping and slipping, this resolution can 

suffice. Usually, Coulomb’s rule of friction is utilised to model fapping and slipping 

in FEA. If the joint balance level is connected, the full transition of shear pressure is 

ensured. Plastic slipping can occur whenever the friction pressure exceeds the 
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maximum shear stress or friction stress because of the normal stress on the surface 

(μp). Differentiation occurs whenever there is tension among the pile and soil 

interface. Alongside the Coulomb friction pattern, there are other suggested interface 

patterns existing in the literature (e.g., [90], [91], [45, 92], [93], [94], [95], [96], [97], 

[98], [99], [100], [101], [102], [103], [104], [105] and [88]). 

 

2.5.3 Loading 

In a typical lateral, ramshackle and seismic analyses using finite element, the 

frequency and lateral load can be applied either at the basis, as displacement function 

or acceleration historical time, or as a pressure per unity volume (f=-abaseρ, which ρ is 

density of soil and abase is velocity and acceleration at the basis) divided through the 

mesh [106]. 

 

2.5.4 Behaviour of soil 

Pile-soil interaction behaviour depends on the fundamental behaviour of soil pattern 

as well. Thus, selecting an appropriate fundamental pattern results in much better finite 

element analysis [107]. Fundamental patterns are widely utilised in numerical analyses 

of geomaterials, and they may be shaped to treat nonlinear elasticity, linear elasticity 

and elastoplasticity. Hardening laws may be used to shape elastoplastic behaviour. The 

Duncan–Chang pattern, which is extensively utilised to form soil dams, is a nonlinear 

elastic pattern [108]. A constitutive elastoplastic pattern may result in a better 

presentation for a typical corrugation and wave multiplication problem ([109], [110], 

[111] and [112]). Some of the fundamental patterns already exist in FE software, and 

new constitutive patterns may be combined in FEA packages with user-defined 

subroutines. 

 

2.5.5 Applications 

This research focuses only on FEM; therefore, in this section, a concise preview on 

published research of seismic and lateral SPSI problems using finite element method 

is summarised.  
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 A similar 3D FEM was suggested for nonlinear and dynamic elastic analysis 

of soil–pile-structure interaction by [113]. The principle of a similar 3D pattern is 

shown in Figure 2.13 ([114], [115], [113]). This pattern was expanded under the 

following assumptions. First, shear waves in YZ and XY planes controlled dynamic 

motions, and the pressure waves in the vibratory direction, Y (see Figure 2.3). Second, 

deformations were omitted in the upright direction and normal to the vibratory 

direction. Dashpots were utilised to emulate the infinite soil intermediate. The pattern 

was accredited with centrifuge exams executed by Gohl, W.B. at the CalTech 

(California Institute of Technology) on one single pile and a 2 ∗ 2 group of piles [116]. 

There were 8 nodes of brick shape elements utilised to represent the soil and 2 nodes 

of beam shape elements utilised to represent the pile [117]. Displacement adaptability 

between pile to soil is enforced. This model combined the soil laminated and gapping 

among the attached soil and pile. An equipollent linear procedure was used to create 

nonlinear hysteretic conduct of soil. Thus, a single efficient value was used for all-

time history, instead of changing the shear modulus by strain [118] [119]. In a single 

pile pattern, the superstructure mass was rigid, and its movement was presented with 

a focused mass at its middle of gravity. A stiff beam shape element with a fine rigidity 

1000 times that of a pile was utilised to link the superstructure and pile. Boundary 

conditions with a symmetric feature were utilised. In the model of group piles, a 

focused mass at the middle of gravity of the pile head presented the rigid pile hat, and 

less massed rigid bars were utilised to link piles. The pile and mass caps were linked 

by a stiffness less than the massed beam shape elements. The results of the FEA 

demonstrated that the pile’s stiffness foundation reduced as the level of vibration 

increased. The analysis also presented the significance of the inertial 18 interactions. 

The suggested finite element analysis can detect the time-dependent damping and 

stiffness factors, and this detection is useful to combine into structural commercial 

analysis software for piles subjected to frequency vibration [120]. 

 Cai, Y., P. Gould, and C. Desai  suggested a 3-D nonlinear finite element 

subsystem method [121]. Figure 2.14 demonstrates the plan of the pile and structure 

foundation finite element model.     
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Figure 2- 9 Similar 3d pattern of soil-pile respond (from[38]) 

 

 Progressive plasticity supported hierarchical single surface (HiSS) sample was 

utilised to create the soil. There were 8 nodes of hexahedral elements utilised to create 

the soil and pile, while 2 nodes of beam-column shape elements, which have 6 degrees 

of freedom in each node, were utilised to create the space frame of concrete super-

structures [32] [122]. Moreover, 8 nodes thin layers of the isoparametric solid element 

with HiSS constitutive rule were utilised to combine the curvature face of slipping 

separation, bonding and rebounding off the soil–pile interface. Pertaining to the 

purification of the sample, the pile can behave as nonlinear or linear, and interracial 

and kinematic interactions may be simultaneously emulated by utilising this pattern. 

Infinite dynamic elements ([87]) were used to emulate the infinite medium. One 

recorded seism ground movement was utilised as a bedrock movement for this 
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literature review. They finalised that a based plasticity soil sample significantly 

changes the pile foundation response from bedrock movement [123] and [124].  

 

 

 

Figure 2- 10 outline of pile and structure (from[38]) 

 

 Anandarajah, A. and J. Zhang  expanded a simplified FE sample to analyse the 

dynamic nonlinear soil–pile interaction for one single pile [125]. This sample was 

investigated with data from one centrifuge test performed by Wilson ([126] and [127]). 

These analyses were performed utilising a fully coupled procedure ([83]), where pore 

water pressure and inflexion variations were emulated by shaping the dissipation and 

pore pressure build-up simultaneously. This soil sample can characterise the strain 

stress behaviour of sand with the liquefiable feature [128]. Beam shape elements were 

applied to shape the pile, and the soil was shaped with eight nodes elements. A specific 

radiation boundary was applied to emulate the infinite medium. A measured version 

of sequestration from the Kobe city event (Event J) was noticed as an input movement. 

The results from the finite element analysis and the centrifuge experiments agree well 

[129].  

 Kishishita, T., E. Saito, and F. Miura. performed nonlinear and linear analysis 

by applying 2-D FEA for friction type micro-piles [130]. The soil was created with 

two layers. In one linear analysis, three samples were expanded with changing shear 

surge velocity for upward layer whenever the shear surge velocity for the lower layer 

was stable in all instances. Moreover, four different types of pile (cast in situ piles, 
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precast piles, high capacity micro-piles for raked piles and high capacity micro-piles) 

were tested. The El Centro movement from the 1940 earthquake of the same name and 

the K.P.83 movement from the Kobe 1995 earthquake were applied as input 

movements. The softest soils were through-out in the nonlinear analysis because they 

generally used piles in the softest soils. The soil was created with the adjusted Ramberg 

Osgood model [131]. Cast in situ piles, high capacity micro-piles and precast piles 

were created with tri-linear, improved Takeda, and bilinear samples, respectively. The 

results indicate that through their work, the horizontal respond of footing was 

approximately the same regardless of the type of pile because of the force from the 

soil was controlled. Piles had the greatest effects on both horizontal and vertical 

response of the footing in particular, while piles were raked for soft soils [132].  

 Bentley, K.J. and M.H.E. Naggar and Brown, D.A., et al. researched the effect 

of kinematic interaction on input motions at the pile level. In this research, they 

compounded soil–pile separation, soil plasticity, slippage and 3-D wave propagation 

[75] and [33]. The FEA was performed by applying ANSYS, a finite element software, 

([133]). By noticing the symmetry feature, half of the real model was extended to 

decrease time-consuming computation. The Kelvin element was applied to emulate 

the infinite soil average, and the soil was created as an elastoplastic and linear material 

while applying the Drucker Prager failure criteria [134]. The elastic linear cylindrical 

pile was noticed for this research. Two various soil–pile interfaces were established: 

in one case, the frictional interface was applied between the soil and pile surface; while 

in the other case, the soil–pile interface was completely bonded. A Coulomb-frictional-

sample was applied to combine the aforementioned behaviour. Socketed (fixed end) 

and piles were created in analyses. Two strong recorded motions were used in this 

research. Brown, D.A., et al. and Bentley, K.J. and M.H.E. Naggar  derived in their 

researches that kinematic elastic interaction for one single pile slightly reinforces the 

free field transition function (i.e. the soil ratio of to bedrock movement) [33] and [75]. 

Overall, the kinematic interaction response is equal to the free field-effect used to 

respond to the assumptions created in their research [135].  

 Shahrour, I., M. Sadek, and R. Ousta  performed a 3D FEA for micro-piles 

(minor diameter piles) [136]. The finite element analysis outcomes were compared 

with those of a streamlined sample based on the beam-on-Winkler pile approach. In 

this research, the behaviour of a single micro-pile and a micro-pile group amplifying 

a superstructure were discussed [137]. A unique degree of freedom structure 
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compound of a focused mass and one column was applied to create the superstructure. 

In group micro-pile analyses, three cases were introduced: a group compound of three 

micro-piles in a linear alignment (1 ∗  3), a square group containing nine elements (3 ∗

 3), and one group of 15 micro-piles (3 ∗  5). In these analyses, square cross-sector 

micro-piles infixed in one homogenous layer of soil underlying by tough bedrock were 

discussed [138]. The behaviour of the structure-micropile-soil system was assumed to 

be elastic by Rayleigh material modification. Moreover, the conformance boundary 

conditions were imposed in this simulation: the base was fixed, and periodic conditions 

were constrained at horizontal boundaries for displacement field. In addition, 

harmonic acceleration (ag=0.2g and f=0.67 Hz) was used at the basis of soil. The 

research demonstrated that the first effect is almost seen on the upward section of 

micro-piles. Inertial effects originally depend on aggregation and frequency of the 

superstructure. In group pile analyses, seismic and lateral loads are not distributed 

similarly in micro-piles. Furthermore, A group effect was noticed because of the 

inertial strength in this research [139].  

 Ousta, R. and I. Shahrour accomplished a 3D FEA to investigate the lateral and 

seismic behaviour of micro-piles applied for reinforcement in saturated sand soil [140] 

and [141]. The analysis was performed using (u-p) formulation (pore pressure for fluid 

phase and displacement for solid-phase) suggested by [77]. A model of soil based on 

bounding level concepts was applied, and isotropic and kinematic hardening was 

applied to obtain the elastoplastic behaviour. The micro-pile groups and a single 

micro-pile (2 ∗ 2, 3 ∗ 3) were sampled in this analysis. Micro-piles were created with 

a linear elastic sample. The interface among pile and soil was assumed to correspond 

to complete bonding. The analysis was performed under the addendum boundary 

conditions: the basis of soil was impervious and fixed, the water level was presumed 

to be at the earth level, and the periodical conditions were used at horizontal 

boundaries for both displacement and pore pressure. A harmonic speed and 

acceleration (f=2 Hz and ag=0.1g) were established as an input movement at the basis. 

The analysis for micro-piles underneath medium to lose sand demonstrated that 

vertical and seismic load induces growth in the pore pressure, and this growth is 

attributed to an increase in the micro-pile’s bending moment. Although group 

consequences considerably decreased the bending moment, Sadek, M. and I. Shahrour  

researched the affection of pile tendency on motion behaviour of micro-pile groups 

using a 3D FEA [142]. The structure demonstrated by a centralised mass and columns 
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were created when the number of degrees of freedom was between 1 and 9 inclusive. 

The soil was created elastically with Rayleigh-damping and piles were shaped with 3-

D elastic beam elements [36]. A pile head, which did not have any contact with the 

soil, was applied to link piles. 2 ∗ 2 micro-pile groups with various inclinations (0°, 

8°, 13°, 21°) with upright axis were noticed in this analysis. A frequency acceleration 

(f=0.43 Hz and ag=0.2 g) was applied based on Young’s modulus and input movement 

of the soil, 𝐸𝑠 (𝑧) and was supposed to growth with depth, 𝑧, based on the following 

equations: 

 

𝐸𝑠(𝑧) =  𝐸𝑠0 𝑥 [
𝑝(𝑧))

𝑝𝑎
]

0.5

                                                         2-19 

 

𝑝(𝑧) =  [
(1+2𝐾0

3
] 𝜌𝑠𝑧    if    𝑧 = 𝑧0 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑝(𝑧) = 𝑝(𝑧0)           2-20 

 

 When, 𝑝(𝑧) is the average force due to the self-weight of soil at the profundity 

𝑧, 𝑝𝑎 is reference stress of 100.0 kPa, 𝐸𝑠0 is Young’s modulus of the soil when 𝑝 = 𝑝0 

, 𝐾0 is the factor of horizontal earth force at rest, and 𝑧0 is the width of the soil layer 

that is related to the surface when Young’s modulus is fixed. The results show the 

micro-piles growth along their horizontal stiffness [143]. 

 Maheshwari, B.K., et al. and Dobry, R. and G. Gazetas expanded a 3D FEM to 

test the effects of soil plasticity (included with work hardening) and separation at the 

pile-soil interface on the dynamic respond of pile groups and a single pile [144] and 

[145]. The pile was created with a linear elastic material, and the soil was shaped with 

an improved plasticity-based, HiSS model. Only a quarter of the sample was 

constructed by assuming symmetry and anti-symmetry. Kelvin elements (dashpot and 

spring) were applied in all three directions (X, Y and Z) to emulate the unlimited soil 

medium. Then, the sample was loaded (on the basis, which is presumed to demonstrate 

bedrock) with the north-south component of El Centro acceleration registered record 

from the El Centro 1940 Earthquake [121] and [53]. 

Moreover, the harmonic movement was applied to acquire the impedance and 

transition functions for the pile. The soil–pile separation was marked only in loading 

directions, while the soil and pile were presumed to be linked in the direction upright 

to the movement[143]. Friction among soil and pile were neglected. In every Gaussian 
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part, reasonable force in soil element (in the direction of applying load) and limiting 

press at that level were compared for every step and at every replication during a time 

step. The separation was presumed whenever common tensile stress was higher than 

the confining pressure[146].  

 Numerical analysis by Maheshwari, B.K., et al determined that the effect of 

separation was more considerable when using an elastic soil sample than the plastic 

sample [144]. Moreover, nonlinearity decreased the actual and conceptual parts of the 

impedance function for a pile system. Furthermore, the response of nonlinear soil in 

the pile-soil order has a significant effect on small excitation frequencies[143, 147].    

 

 

2.6 SUMMARY OF THE CHAPTER   

In this chapter, literature was reviewed for the research conducted on pile-soil 

interaction with different methods. In the first section, background and introduction 

about piles applications SPSI and its significant role in our modern society and tall and 

strategic constructions were explained. In the second section, the theory behind the 

design of piles with p-y curves and development through the past few decades were 

demonstrated. In the third section, a novel method based on artificial intelligence 

method was conducted. In the fourth section, different approaches based on 

computational methods and commercial software with an overview of the FEM were 

discussed. Then, factors affecting pile design under various load and soil types were 

briefly described. Moreover, some of the recent experimental and numerical studies 

dealing with pile-soil interaction analysis were reviewed in this chapter. However, 

based on the reviewed studies, research gaps still exist, and this proposed study 

compares the results of the CPT and FEA methods under different loads and with 

different soil and pile types. 
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3 Development of Experimental 

and Numerical Methods 

3.1 INTRODUCTION AND CHAPTER OVERVIEW 

One of the utmost crucial characteristics that controls the designing of foundations and 

deep foundations (piles) is bearing capacity. Accordingly, it has been frequently been 

examined in the geotechmechanical engineering field. Accordingly, many 

experimental and theoretical techniques have been suggested to forecast the pile 

conduct and bearing capacity. However, exact assessments of certain interpretations 

of the pile load-transfer mechanisms and the pile’s bearing capacity have not been 

completed because these calculations are complex. The objective is to conduct 

experimental tests and numerical simulations to assess the validation of the finite 

element method. Experimental tests have been performed by the cone penetration test 

(CPT) method in other resources and summaries of the results are presented in 

Appendices A, B and C. 

 This chapter introduces the experimental and numerical methodologies 

engaged for present research in three sections. Section 2 presents the CPT experiment 

and specifics of the experimental tests. Moreover, the specifications of the bearing 

capacity and displacement for exerting force are introduced. Then, Section 3 

introduces the FEM (finite element method) analysis appropriate for pile simulations 
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and numerical approaches. The data accompanying this study are presented at the end 

of this chapter 
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3.2 CONE PENETRATION TEST (CPT) 

Sampling the soils in combination with laboratory tests is the most trustworthy 

procedure to determine the properties of soils. However, because of limited schedules 

and budgets, few projects have suitable laboratory tests [148] [149]. Nonetheless, in 

many cases, subordinate soil consideration information such as CPT cone resistance 

or SPT strike count and sleeve erosion along with the type of soil and water level table 

can be obtained to adjudge the over-surface soil’s characteristics [150] [151]. 

Therefore, whenever laboratory information does not exist, it is a common practice to 

evaluate soil exclusivities from the SPT/CPT outcomes. Many empirical relevancies 

have been built amongst SPT magnitude and CPT with other engineering exclusivities 

of soils. However, because of the variation of the soil exclusivities for similar kinds of 

soils from one place to another, it is difficult to predict the result of those dependencies 

without authentication from residential soil [152]. The residential soil may follow a 

previous relationship or follow a completely different relationship. For the posterior 

case, new relations for residential soil should be determined to fulfil the previously 

mentioned intention [153]. 

 Currently, the CPT is becoming used globally as an in situ experiment for site 

inquiry and geotechnical designers, especially in deltaic regions, and it uses continuous 

confiscation that is separate from operator mutability [152, 154, 155].  

 

3.2.1 General Definitions 

In the CPT, a cone at the ending of a chain of shafts is compressed into the Earth at a 

fixed rate, and contiguous or interrupt measurements are made to measure the 

resistance of the cone to penetration. Measurement also consists of either the 

incorporated resistance to penetration of the cone and an external layer of a sleeve or 

the resistance of a scheme sleeve [156]. 

 Ground investigations were performed originally by applying CPT and SPT 

experiments. Six couplings of SPT and CPT were added at different locations, and the 

maximum lateral interval was not more than 1 m [157].  

 SPT and CPT are commonly applied to  prepare data comprising soil 

penetration resistance, pore water pressure and shear strength. The information 

acquired from SPT or CPT is applied to predict the pile capacity, and this application 
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comprises two steps: (1) The SPT or CPT information is correlated with contractual 

soil strength parameters, such as Su or Φ, and a static procedure is performed to predict 

the valence, and (2) the outcomes of tests are correlated with the pile’s bearing 

resistance [38]. 

 The SPT studies have been performed to design piles for more than 50 years, 

and they have been applied frequently in South and North of America, Japan and the 

United Kingdom [158]. However, its main limitation is that it can be modified by 

numerous factors such as drilling, operating conditions, rate of blows and hammer 

efficiency. Then, high uncertainty and mutability depend on SPT information. In 

contrast, CPT is fast and simple, supplying direct recording resistance of the soil and 

permits significant information to be acquired in a short period. The information 

obtained from the CPT may be expounded analytically or empirically. Thus, CPT has 

been preferred testing for designing piles. Hence, this research briefly concentrates on 

the procedures that apply the CPT information for predicting the capacity of the pile. 

 

3.2.2 A Brief Background History of CPT 

The CPT is an in situ examination procedure that consists of pushing a specially 

instrumented penetrometer into the Earth at a fixed rate, commonly two cm per time 

unit (second) and continuously reading numerous evaluations [156]. There are two 

kinds of available cones: electrical and mechanical cones.  

 The mechanical cone was preliminarily invented by an engineer who worked 

in Holland at the Department of Public Work (DPW) in 1932 named P. Barenteson. 

Since then, various studies ([159-161]) have presented extensions on the primary 

designing of the cone for improving its correctness and increasing the number of 

evaluations.  

 The recent formation is Begemann’s cone, and this method is demonstrated in 

Figure 3-1 and shows that the created internal shafts ambulate quickly inside of the 

external steel shafts. The cone point is conjoined to the internal shaft, the cone 

functions inside this path, and the cone is further increased in the external shaft into 

the cone resistance; then, the cone and external shafts are further combined to 

determine the total sum load. The difference between the total sum up force and cone 

resistance is the sleeve friction. Because of its low expense, robustness and simpleness, 
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the mechanical cone is utilised extensively. Nevertheless, the correctness of the 

information is shown in the operator experiments [156]. Moreover, the mechanical 

cone is sluggish and less efficient for soft soils [38].  

 In 1948, the electrical cones were expanded by the Delft Soil Mechanic 

Laboratory (DSML). Cone testing suggests performing consecutive evaluations for 

head resistance and drawing straight strip charts based on the sound record [162]. In 

addition, electrical cone testing with sleeve friction and head resistance readings was 

developed in 1960 ([163]). In this sort of cone penetrometer, there are no respective 

motions amongst the friction sleeve and cone. The cone penetrometer includes strain 

measure force cells installed on the friction sleeve and cone to determine the cone 

resistance and sleeve friction within the testing period [38]. 

 

The signals are transferred through cables transiting via the middle of the null push 

shafts to an in-field computer upon the face for automatised information attainment. 

This electronic cone can similarly include inclinometer electrics into gauge the 

deviance through the upright. An electronic cone that was expanded with Fugro in 

cooperation with the Dutch State Research Institute (TNO) is presented in Figure 3-2. 

The form and girths for this cone illustrate the basis on which the international 

reference test procedures are made ([156]). 

 

 

3.2.3 Methods of estimating pile bearing capacity based on CPT  

information 

There are two common procedures (direct approaches and indirect approaches) applied 

to correlate the valence of pile and CPT outcomes. The indirect procedures are 

currently unacceptable because of their particular applicability and their absence of 

resolution. The procedures that are used in sandy soils need criteria to be appropriate. 

The sandy soil should be cleansed, naturally consolidated and in-compressible. 

Therefore, indirect techniques have not been covered in this research, and we only 

concentrate on direct methods to obtain essential input data for ABAQUS. Most of 

these procedures are primarily derived for driven deep foundations and are then used 
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in bored deep foundations by reducing coefficients while considering the differences 

between the installation methods [38]. 

 The direct procedures utilise direct correlation between side-friction 

resistances and pile tip with CPT outcomes. All the methods apply a mean cone 

resistance qc near the height of the pile head to evaluate the unit top resistance, rt. The 

middle area that is recognised as the impression area is a subordinate of the pile 

diameter. The increased impression area represents the fracture envelope and can 

revolve between 0.8 to 1.4 diameter of pile, D, below and above the foundation head, 

relatively. There are various models for fracture area proposed by scientists, as 

demonstrates in Figure 3-3. The unity axle resistance, rs, is correlated with the cone 

spot resistance of the ahead axle of the pile or with residential flank cone’s friction. 

Commonly, various direct procedures are suggested to estimate the valence of the pile 

from CPT information. The broadly applied methods related to this research are 

presented in the addendum sections [38].   

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3- 1 Supposed fracture models below piles (Source:[164])  
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Schmertmann technique 

The Schmertmann method relies on a job performed by Nottingham and 

Schmertmann which handled 108 force experiment outcomes on pattern piles to 

expand an equation for predicting the valence of a driven pile in sandy soils [165]. 

Schmertmann suggested that the following method be used to evaluate the unity top 

resistance: 

1. qc valence is cleared to pursue the smallest path, as presented in Figure                     

3-4. 

2. qc1 has been characterised by calculating the mean of qc valence ahead of 

line abcd. 

Dot b is at a profundity x under suggested pile head and 0.7D  x  4D. The 

value of x that generated minim qc1 has been chosen.  

3. qc2 is defined by computing the mean of qc ahead the line defgh, which is 

demonstrated in Figure 3-4. 

4. A reduction coefficient, w, has been produced to consider the gravel amount 

and over-consolidation ratio, which is listed in Table 3-1. 

5. The bearing valence of the end is calculated using the following equation: 

 

𝑟𝑡 = 𝑤 (
𝑞𝑐1+ 𝑞𝑐2

2
)                         3-1 

 

 

 

Figure 3- 2 Dutch procedure for computing bearing of the end from the CPT results 

(Source: [166]) 
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Table 3- 1 w amounts for using in equation 3-1 (Source: [167]) 

 

Condition of Soil w 

Sandy soil by OCR = 1 1.00 

A lot gravelly coarse; sandy soil with OCR = 2 to 4 0.67 

Fine gravel; sandy soil with OCR = 6 to 10 0.50 

 Note: OCR = Over-consolidation ratio  

 

 

The resistance of unit shaft, rs, is calculated by distributing the foundation into 

parts and assigning suitable residential side friction fs to every single part. The fs values 

of parts are considered, and the whole is multiplied by a factor to obtain rs as: 

 

𝑟𝑠 = 𝐾 𝑓𝑠                                     3-2 

 

Here, K is a dimensionless factor related to the foundation’s form and material, 

type of cone and ratio of embedment size. K ranges from 0.8 to 2.0 in sandy soil and 

from 0.2 to 1.25 in clay soil. 

 If the friction of sleeve valence is not provided, rs may be acquired from cone 

head resistance as follows: 

 

𝑟𝑠 = 𝐶𝑞𝑐                                    3-3        

 

Here, C is a dimensionless factor that depends on the type of pile and varies 

from 0.008 to 0.018. rs should not more than 120 KPa. 

Schmertmann suggested reducing the coefficient in Eq. 3-3 by 25% whenever 

it is applied to assume the bored piles capacity. The procedure executes an overhead 

range on the unity head resistance to not mount than 25 MPa in sandy soil and more 

than 9.5 MPa in very silty clay soil. 
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Bustamante & Gianeselli procedure 

Bustamante and Gianeselli  suggested a procedure that is as famous as the Laboratories 

Central des Pontes et Chausses (LCPC) to assume the capacity of the pile from CPT 

outcomes [168]. The procedure was expanded based on the analyses of 197 force 

experiments on piles with a range of type piles and soil conditions. Merely the counted 

qc amounts are applied for the computation of unit head and shaft resistance likewise. 

The unit head resistance is evaluated as follows: 

1- 𝑞𝑐𝑎 is specified by average qc upon the impression region that expands to 1.5 

times of D below and above the pile head. 

2- Omitting qc corresponds to more than 1.3 times qca ahead the longitude –a to 

+a, and removing every qc valences less than 0.7 times qca ahead the longitude 

–a, making a thick curvature, as demonstrated in Figure 3-5. 

 

 

Figure 3- 3 LCPC procedure for measuring tantamount cone resistance in pile head 

(Source:[38, 168]) 
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3- The tantamount mean cone head resistance, qeq, is specified by averaging 

the remain cone head resistance (qc) amounts upon the thick curvature. 

4- The unit head resistance can then evaluated based on Eq. 3-4. 

 

 

𝑟𝑡 =  𝑘𝑐 𝑞𝑒𝑞                                     3-4 

 

Here, kc is the bearing end factor, as demonstrated in Table 3-2. 

The unit axle resistance rs is obtained from the following: 

 

𝑟𝑠 =  
𝑞𝑐

𝑘𝑠
                                            3-5 

 

Here, ks is the friction factor prepared in Table 3-2. 

Utmost amounts of rs, varying between 15 KPa to 120 KPa, have been 

nominated based on a type of pile and soil and installation method, as shown 

in Table 3-2. 

 

Table 3- 2 The Empirical factors for LCPC procedure (Source: [168]) 

  

A: Driven precast piles, pre-stressed tubular and jacked concrete 

foundations 
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B:   Jacked metal and driven metal and piles 

   P.S.: Bracket valences for rs use to careful performance and minim the 

derangement of the soil. 

 

 

 

Alsamman Method 

Alsamman, O.M suggested two different patterns for predicting the valency of drilled 

deep piles: a pattern for foundations embedded inside of cohesive soils and the other 

pattern for deep foundations embedded in cohesionless soils [65]. This method was 

expanded by him by examining samples relying on the information, including 95 pile-

load-tests and the CPT outcomes obtained from all over the world. Alsamman 

proposed an explanation of the factors applied with the LCPC procedure and proposed 

the following expressions for evaluating the valence of the pile. 

 

For a foundation thrust inside a cohesive soil type, the unity head resistance, rt, is 

predicted through: 

 

𝑟𝑡 = 0.27 (�̅�𝑐(𝑡𝑖𝑝) −  𝜎𝑣𝑜)                         3-6 

 

Here: 

�̅�𝑐(𝑡𝑖𝑝) = the mean of cone resistance above a region expanding to a pile diameter 

               under the pile head 

𝜎𝑣𝑜 = the total upright stress at the height of the axle basis 

 

 

The unity axle resistance rs is evaluated from (3-7), that is, concluded from the figures 

suggested by Alsamman. When the deep foundation is thrust into a layered type of 

soil, Equation (3-7) has been used for each of layers, and the sum unity axle resistance 

is the total of the unit axle resistance of the several layers. 

 

𝑟𝑠 =  
1.75

80
 (�̅�𝑐(𝑠ℎ𝑎𝑓𝑡) −  𝜎𝑣𝑜)                                  3-7 
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Here: 

�̅�𝑐(𝑠ℎ𝑎𝑓𝑡) = mean of the cone head resistance ahead of the pile’s side 

𝜎𝑣𝑜 = sum of upright stress at the medium depth of the layer of soil 

The sum of pile head resistance, Rt, and resistance of sides, RS, are obtained from: 

 

 

𝑅𝑡 = (𝑟𝑡 ×  𝐴𝑏) + (𝛾 × 𝐿) 𝐴𝑏                           3-8 

 

𝑅𝑠 =  ∑ (𝑟𝑠 × 𝑆𝐴)𝑖
𝑛
𝑖=1                                        3-9 

 

Here: 

Ab = area of axle base 

γ = unit weight of soil 

L = length of pile 

SA = plane area of the axle of each sublayer 

n = numeral of layers. 

 

For foundations (piles) in cohesionless soils, Alsamman similarly proposed a series of 

graphs to be utilised to evaluate the capacity of the pile. Equations (3-10 to 3-16) are 

concluded from the graphs. The unit head resistance is determined based on the 

following: 

 

    𝑟𝑡 = 0.15 (�̅�𝑐(𝑡𝑖𝑝))                                                      �̅�𝑐(𝑡𝑖𝑝)  ≤  9.5 𝑀𝑃𝑎          3 -10 

 

   𝑟𝑡 = 1.44 + 0.075 ( �̅�𝑐(𝑡𝑖𝑝) − 9.5)                        �̅�𝑐(𝑡𝑖𝑝)  >  9.5 𝑀𝑃𝑎            3-11 

 

        𝑟𝑡 should not be more than 2.87 MPa. 

 

The unity sides resistance is evaluated by means of the following equations: 
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    𝑟𝑠 = 0.015 (�̅�𝑐(𝑠ℎ𝑎𝑓𝑡))                                          �̅�𝑐(𝑠ℎ𝑎𝑓𝑡) ≤  4.75 𝑀𝑃𝑎                3-12 

 

   𝑟𝑠 = 0.072 + 1.67 ×  10−3 (�̅�𝑐(𝑠ℎ𝑎𝑓𝑡) − 4.79)        �̅�𝑐(𝑠ℎ𝑎𝑓𝑡)  > 4.75 𝑀𝑃𝑎        3-13 

 

             𝑟𝑠 should not be more than 95 Kpa 

 

In gravel and gravelly sand, 

 

𝑟𝑠 = 0.02 (�̅�𝑐(𝑠ℎ𝑎𝑓𝑡))                            �̅�𝑐(𝑠ℎ𝑎𝑓𝑡)  ≤ 4.75 𝑀𝑃𝑎                                 3-14 

 

𝑟𝑠 = 0.095 + 2.5 × 10−3 (�̅�𝑐(𝑠ℎ𝑎𝑓𝑡) − 4.75)          �̅�𝑐(𝑠ℎ𝑎𝑓𝑡) > 4.75 𝑀𝑃𝑎            3-15 

 

𝑟𝑠 should not be more than 130 KPa. 

 

The sum of the pile’s head resistance then can be calculated from the following: 

 

                                                𝑅𝑡 =  𝑟𝑡  ×  𝐴𝑏                                                         3-16 

 

The final total resistance of sides Rs is derived from Eq. 3-9. 

 

 

 

 

DeRuiter and Beringen procedure 

De Ruiter, J. and F. Beringen  expanded a procedure based on the experimental results 

obtained from the off-shore structure in the North Sea [167]. The procedure uses the 

same pattern acquired by Schmertmann to estimate the unity head resistance of one 

pile in sandy soil. 

 In the clay soil type, the procedure relies on the total stress analyses and the 

definition of undrained shear strength, Su, for evaluating the unity head resistance by 

the following equations: 
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𝑆𝑢 =  
�̅�𝑐(𝑡𝑖𝑝)

𝑁𝑘
                                                                   3-17 

 

𝑟𝑡 =  𝑁𝐶  𝑆𝑢                                                                   3-18  

 

Here: 

 

𝑁𝑘 =  the cone coefficient varying from 15 to 20 and depends on local experimental 

�̅�𝑐(𝑡𝑖𝑝) = the mean cone dot resistance calculated similarly to the Schmertmann 

procedure. 

𝑁𝐶 = 9 

This procedure uses 15 MPa instead of a superior limitation of the unity head 

resistance. 

 

The unity axle resistance has been acquired from Eq.3-19 and 3-20 utilising the 

correlation between the undrained shear resistance for each layer of soil along the pile 

axle, 𝑆𝑢(𝑠ℎ𝑎𝑓𝑡), and the adhesion coefficient, ∝, that is equal to 1 for normally 

consolidated clay soil types and 0.5 for over-consolidated clay soil types. A superior 

limitation of 120 KPa is imposed over the unity axle resistance. 

 

 

𝑆𝑢(𝑠ℎ𝑎𝑓𝑡) =  
𝑞𝑐(𝑠ℎ𝑎𝑓𝑡)

𝑁𝑘
                                                            3-19 

 

𝑟𝑠 = ∝ × 𝑆𝑢(𝑠ℎ𝑎𝑓𝑡)                                                                3-20 

 

 

 

 

 

Eslami and Fellenius procedure 

Eslami, A. and B.H. Fellenius suggested a procedure to predict pile valence 

based on piezocone outcomes [169]. Differing from the aforementioned procedure, the 

friction of sleeve and the cone head resistance were not purified. The impression of 
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peaks and troughs decreased thru the operation of the geometric average that was 

applied to measure the mean cone part resistance into the efficacy region. The 

procedure similarly calculates the pore water pressure and uses it to measure the 

effective stress by means of the long-term governing coefficient of the conduct of 

foundation. 

Felleniuse and Eslami introduced the following phases to calculate unity head   

resistance: 

• Outlining the measure of the impression area in the proximity of the 

foundation head. Once the deep foundation is fixed in a homogeneous soil type, 

the impression area increased to 4 times D under and over the pile head. The 

area extending 4 times D under to 8 times D over the pile head once deep 

foundation (pile) head is located in a firm soil layer beneath a faint soil layer 

or 4 times D under to 2 times D over the pile head when the foundation (pile) 

is fixed inside a strong soil or a faint soil. 

• Reducing the pressure of pore water u2 as of the calculated entire cone 

resistance, qc, for specifying the effective cone resistance, 𝑞𝐸.  

• The foundation (pile) unity head resistance has been acquired from: 

 

𝑟𝑡 =  𝐶𝑡 𝑞𝐸𝑔                                                            3-21 

 

Here: 

Ct = head correlation factor assumed equal to 1 

𝑞𝐸𝑔 = geometric mean of the cone pot resistance over the influence area 

 

The unit axle resistance is acquired from the improved efficient cone point 

resistance as follows: 

 

𝑟𝑠 =  𝐶𝑠 𝑞𝐸                                                                3-22 

 

Here: 

𝐶𝑠 = axle correlation factor shown in Table 3-3 

𝑞𝐸 = cone point resistance after modification for pore pressure 
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Table 3- 3 Axle correlation factor 𝐶𝑠 (Source: [5]) 

Type of soil 𝐶𝑠 % 

Very soft clay and soft sensitive soil 8 

Soft clay 5 

Stiff clay and mixture of clay and silt 2.5 

The mixture of silt and sand 1.0 

Sand, gravely sand 0.4 

 

 

 

 

3.2.4 Settlement Prediction 

Commonly, a designing procedure treats the estimation of the settlement of 

pile as a second issue and focuses on using the proportional axial valence of the deep 

foundation to transport the structural loading ([1]). However, restricting movements to 

a passable state has been one of the most important reasons for applying piles and 

settlement, and differences between settlements is a major specification in designing 

deep foundation procedures ([170]). Nejad, F.P., et al. showed that pile designing 

should not just meet the strength criterion but also should satisfy serviceability 

commitments that fundamentally demand an accurate estimation of a deep 

foundation’s settlement [171]. Therefore, determining the settlement–load relationship 

is an essential step for designing a valid criterion: the engineer would determine the 

permissible loadings that may be utilised and accomplish the serviceability necessities. 

The most trustable procedures for achieving the settlement–load relation is performing 

situ load–pile experiments. However, performing these experiments is not always 

possible. Therefore, pile loading settlement is evaluated and applied to the design 

procedure. Many methods are suggested to estimate the loading-settlement conduct of 

a single radially loaded deep foundation (pile), and they are commonly classified into 

three categories of closed-form resolution, load-transfer resolutions and numerical 

resolutions. 

 The closed-form resolutions have been primarily suggested to evaluate the 

behaviour of a single pile buried inside a homogenous elastic linear half space ([172] 
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and [173, 174]).  These recommendations were expanded to evaluate the pile treat in 

the layered systems of the Gibson soil profile ([175-177]). Nevertheless, the main 

limitation of these approaches is that the closed-form answer simulations are not able 

to precisely create the conditions of a deep foundation entrenched in a subjectively 

nonhomogeneous soil outline that is originated to take the excessive impact in 

foundation movement ([178] and [179]). Numerical explanations (i.e. boundary 

element method (BEM), finite element method (FEM) and variation elements) may 

similarly be engaged to approximate the load–settlement conduct of solitary axially 

loaded deep foundations. Specifics of FEM are accessible in [180], [181] and [182], 

and the presentation of the technique in geotechmechanical engineering is presented 

in [183]. The BEM is examined in [25], and the presentation of the various elements 

in foundations are presented in [184] and [185]. 

 The load-transfer technique in the investigation ([186]) is an additional method 

for demonstrating the load–settlement condition of the solitary deep foundation. 

Relying on this methodology, numerous speculative representations (e.g. [187-189], 

[190] and [191]) and empirical reproductions (e.g. [192], [193], [194], [186], [195], 

[177] and [196]) are suggested. 

 The load transfer is extensively utilised when estimating the load movement 

conduct of solitary piles exposed to the vertical loading because of its effortlessness 

and competence incorporating the nonlinear characteristics of soil ([197]). 

Consequently, this tactic has been comprehensive, and three approaches together with 

[191], [170] and [51] have been designated for the resolution of comparing outcomes 

of this revision. The approach presented in [191] is optimum because it examines a 

theoretic sample based on CPT statistics; the method presented in [170] is a well-

known systematic attitude, and the [51] is a recognised technique that is based on the 

practice field. The explanation of the loading transfer idea is discussed in the next 

section. 

 

3.2.4.1 The loading transfer technique 

The loading transfer method has been mainly suggested by Seed, H.B. and L.C. Reese 

to compute the resident loading-displacement relationship of piles [198]. 

Subsequently, several scientists (e.g. [186],  [190], [178], [179] and [197]) have 
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discussed the topic, and as a consequence, several load-transfer processes have been 

projected.  

 The load-transmission method contains forming the piles employing a chain of 

separate components. The corresponding component is linked to the subsequent 

component with a spring to represent the radial stiffness of the foundation and is 

laterally maintained with a nonlinear spring representing the resistance of the Earth 

infriction of skin (T-Z spring). Similarly, this model uses a nonlinear spring on the 

deep foundation immoral to represent the tailing bearing (Q-Z springs). The nonlinear 

springs of soil represent the response of soil against the movement shown 

schematically in Figure 3-6. The load-transmission representations are mainly 

classified into two sets: theoretical and empirical models. The empirical models have 

been established by considering the loading and resident movement gained from the 

loading experiments of instrumented deep foundations (piles). The developed models 

characterise the purposes which may attain the finest probable appropriate by the 

measured information. Numerous kinds of these purposes are accessible in the 

collected works such as the exponential factors (i.e. [199], [200] and [201]), empirical 

functions (e.g. [195] and [51]), Osgood-Romberg functions (e.g. [202] and [203]), 

hyperbolic function (e.g. [204]) and polygonal functions (e.g. [205] and [206]). 

 

 

 

 Another methodology for creating the load–settlement relationship of the deep 

foundation is the theoretical model. In the mentioned method, the Earth has been 

presented in two coatings. The buckles on the superior coat (Z) have been produced 

with the axial pile loading (T), although the buckles on the subordinate coat (Z) have 

been produced with the baseload (Q). The buckles at the soil over the pile axle may 

have been idealised by concentric cylinders shearing ([190]), and they are for the most 

part upright, whereas the centrifugal bucklings have been insignificant. The bucklings 

underneath the base of the pile may have been assessed to utilise the elastic resolution 

for the stroke of the rigid figure performing on a half space. The explanations 

suggested by Mindlin, R.D. is utilised to determine the load-transmission function for 

the base of the pile [207], and this tactic is supplementarily detailed in [190]. 
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3.3 FINITE ELEMENT METHOD 

In this study, the numerical model is presented to examine the influence of diverse 

features affecting pile behaviour in the interior numerical context. This segment 

demonstrates the numerical pile’s instance under axial load in the plane-strain 

condition. The explanation of methodology in this section is principally adopted from 

ABAQUS user’s guide citations ([208]).  

 

3.3.1 Build a Finite Element Model relyed on CPT Outcomes 

In simulating of the piles-soils interaction, several features need to be considered, for 

example, the mechanical conduct of the pile, conduct of the neighbouring earth, 

interaction between soils and piles, and geometry of the sample. In addition, 

appropriate element types for piles and soils and their interactions need to be selected. 

In the current investigation, the sample’s geometry is formed and contains three 

portions together with pile and types of earth. Then, the mesh of finite element 

procedure is produced. In addition, properties of the material are allocated to the 

respective section in which pile has been presumed to be elastic, and the soil is 

demonstrated using an applicable elastoplastic constitutive pattern. Interactions, the 

boundary conditions and phases of exploration are presented in the following sections.  

 

 

3.3.1.1 Modelling procedure 

When determining a suitable type of the element for the pile-soil pattern, numerous 

element’s limitations must be considered such as element intimate components (e.g. 

shell, continuum, rigid elements and beams), degrees of freedom (straight linked to the 

element domestic), quantity of nodes, preparation and integration. The family of FE is 

a broad conventional that is utilised for element arrangements. The elements of 

specimens frequently examined are beam, continuum, rigid, shell, and membrane 

elements. 
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Amongst diverse families of the element in ABAQUS, solid or continuum 

elements model the most extensive diversity of mechanisms. They basically model 

minor lumps of material in a constituent, and they may be linked to additional elements 

on to some extent of their faces and may be exposed to any load. Continuum elements 

may be utilised for linear-cooperation analyses and for multifaceted nonlinear 

analyses, which consist of touching base, plasticity, and enormous buckles. In the finite 

element method for common element, rotations, movement, loading and further grades 

of freedom are individual spontaneous at the element nodes, and they are incorporated 

amid nodes for another point in the element. This exclamation instruction is governed 

by the number of nodes on that element. First-order or linear interpolations in all 

directions are used for the elements with nodes merely at their curves, and are 

repeatedly entitled first-order elements or linear elements. Despite the elements with 

medium-size nodes, quadratic usage interpolation (second-order interpolation). 

Second-order elements are more responsible for advanced correctness than first-order 

elements. Subsequently, first-order elements are rigid and have an unimportant degree 

of convergence; thus, an exact fine mesh is needed. These results have been ignored 

in stress analysis computations because the results do not provide much value. 

Consequently, second-order elements, where detention stresses attentiveness 

more efficiently, are improved selections for modelling geometric structures. The 

ABAQUS element reference library comprises linear and quadratic interpolation 

elements in one, two and three proportions in several figures. Quadrilaterals and 

triangles are accessible in two proportions, while tetrahedral and hexahedral (bricks) 

are in three sizes that are appropriate for substantial deflection assignments. In this 

project, soil and pile elements have been displayed as C3D8R (8-node bilinear plane 

strain quadrilateral), employing condensed integration.  

 The C3D8R element is a continuity displacement-stress element by means of 

first-order (linear) incorporation. The element has a hexahedron (brick form) shape by 

eight nodes. This shape is specified by decreased integration that has hourglass control 

and acquires significant computational period time. The element has three effective 

degrees of freedom: u1, u2, and u3, which coincide along three global Cartesian 

orientations X, Y, and Z ([209]). 
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3.3.1.2 Interaction 

Between different interaction models accessible in ABAQUS software, the surface-to-

surface interaction is preferred to create the boundary stuck between soil and pile. This 

boundary may define interactions in the middle of two deformable shells or stuck 

amongst a deformable shell and an inflexible shell. As the pile becomes stiffer, it is 

computer-generated as a master surface and its neighbouring soil is modelled as a slave 

surface. To solve technical convergence limitations, an asymmetrical solver matrix 

was applied to resolve the problems, as surface-to-surface discretisation has advanced 

propensity to produce asymmetrical stiffness relations; in particular, the minute slave 

and master surfaces are not equivalent. The interaction pair replacing the pile-soil 

boundary is revealed in Figure 3-8. To circumvent the penetration of the master surface 

nodes keen on the slave surface, the slave surface mesh was developed. The advantage 

of this model is to decrease the probability of principally limited to small-area 

penetration and to increase the accurateness of the interaction stress. The interaction 

material goods of the model were shaped by outlining in cooperation tangential and 

regular interactions. The tangential behaviour contains sliding flanked by two surfaces 

and conceivably frictional shear stresses. The standard behaviour is at right angles to 

the interaction surface. The pile-soil interaction was presumed to be adhesive friction, 

and no sliding occurs before the shear stress extents to its supreme significance. This 

is numerically attained by means of a large friction factor in the pile-soil boundary. 

The tangential friction factor between the soil and pile was assumed to be 0.5, and the 

average connection was measured as hard that permits departure after connection. To 

outline the interaction in ABAQUS software, the pile elements were selected as the 

master surface by a stiffer figure, and the soil was selected as a slave surface with extra 

refined meshes. 
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Figure 3- 4 a) Master surface pierce in the slave surface when it is not developed b) 

Additional master nodes per capita restraint are convoluted and coupled next to the 

slave surface (Source: [210]) 

 

 The contact conducts at the soil–pile surface consist of the load-transfer 

mechanisms in both the tangent and rational orientations. The reasonable force is 

transferred only once soil and pile contact tightly; or else, there is no force transferred. 

This type of standard connection conduct could be determined as hard contact provided 

by ABAQUS software. The tangent conduct could vary from a rough connection with 

no comparative sliding amongst the pile, and the soil in friction-less sliding situations 

without friction develops along the axle of the pile. For the connection between the 

pile and soil, Coulomb frictional sample built-in ABAQUS can be selected to explain 

the interaction at the soil–pile interface by a recommended friction factor, 𝜇, as 

demonstrated in Figure 3-9. These two ideal tangency situations can also be recognised 

and performed while suggesting a zero or higher frictional factor. The shear resistance 

is specified in Figure 3-9b, and it becomes constant after it reaches its limit (Figure 3-

9a). The earlier is regularly utilised for undrained clay-pile interaction, and the latter 

is frequently utilised in sand-pile interaction. Once the tangent shear stress in the soil–

pile interface surpasses the shear resistance, comparative slip between the soil and pile 

occurs. 
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Figure 3- 5 Shear persistence against standard stress (Source [211] 

 

 

 

3.3.2 The Numerical Approach 

Pile’s reaction 

To estimate the reaction of a deep foundation (pile) to vertical load, the FEM software, 

ABAQUS, can be utilised in studies. In this programme, several constitutive samples 

are integrated to model the nonlinear behaviour of the soil and pile. Nevertheless, 

selecting a constitutive sample is generally unbiased by the material considerations 

that are accessible for the case studies under contemplation. For instance, when only 

repetitive parameters are presented, or there is a shortage of particular investigational 

information with reference to the parameters requested to simulate the mechanical 

conduct of the materials convoluted, the use of sophisticated samples may not be 

completely vindicated. While this is occasionally the case, the constitutive samples 

engaged in the current research are comparatively unpretentious and need limited 

material factors as inputted information. Moreover, these factors could be readily 

attained from conservative structural and geotechnical experiments [212]. 

 In detail, a linear elastic entirely plastic sample with Mohr–Coulomb fracture 

principle and flow regulation of non-associated kind is presented for sampling the 

soil’s conduct. The soil factors requested by this constitutive sample are Poisson’s 

ratio, the shear modulus, shearing resistance angle, angle of dilatancy and effective 

cohesion. The pile is characterised by distinctive strain-stress relations for steel and 
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concrete and reinforcement. The constitutive pattern for concrete is established with 

the plasticity principle for compressive pressures and the failure mechanisms for 

tensile tensions. This pattern is appropriate for concrete constructions that are exposed 

to monotonic forcing. For compressive forces, concrete is estimated as a plastic-elastic 

material with isotropic hardening and related flow regulation, and the relationship of 

the surface of the yield is 

 

𝑞 −  √3𝑎0𝑝𝑚 − √3𝜏𝑐 = 0                       3-23 

 

Which 𝑝𝑚 and q are well-defined in that order as 

 

𝑝𝑚 =  − 
1

3
 𝐼1                                          3-24 

 

𝑞 =  √3𝐽2                                                3-25 

 

Where 𝐼1 is the 1st invariant of the pressure tensor and 𝐽2 is the 2nd invariant of 

the deviatoric pressure tensor. In addition, the symbol convention utilised in the current 

research agrees with that generally implemented in solids mechanics; hence, tensile 

strains and stresses are considered to be positive. As a result, Equation 3-23 is not 

determined on the 3rd invariant of stresses, and this comparison must be utilised once 

the concrete is exposed to small confining stress (a lesser than 4 to 5 times of the most 

significant compressive stress which could be passed by the concrete in uniaxial 

compression). In Equation 3-23, 𝑎0 is a constant that follows the following 

relationship. 

 

𝑎0 =  √3 
1− 𝑟𝑏𝑎

𝜎

1−2𝑟𝑏𝑎
𝜎                                         3-26 

 

Here, 𝑟𝑏𝑎
𝜎  is the proportion of the compression strength of concrete in biaxial 

situations to that beneath uniaxial situations (usually 𝑟𝑏𝑎
𝜎  =̃  1.16). Moreover, 𝜏𝑐 

considers the dependence of the surface of yield on the plastic deflections because of 

the hardening action of the materials. The stresses 𝜏𝑐 are linked to the hardening 

parameters 𝜆𝑐, and these parameters are determined by the following equation: 
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𝜆𝑐 =  
𝜀𝑎

𝑝

(1+ 
𝑐0
9

) (
𝑎0

√3
−1)

                                     3-27 

 

 Where 

 

𝑐0 = 9 
𝑟𝑏𝑎

𝜀  (√3− 𝑎0)+ (𝑎0− 
√3

2
)

𝑟𝑏𝑎
𝜀  (𝑎0− √3)+ 𝑟𝑏𝑎

𝜎  (2√3−4𝑎0)
                  3-28 

 

 휀𝑎
𝑝
 is plastic strain dignified in a uniaxial trial, and 𝑟𝑏𝑎

𝜀  is the proportion of the 

plastic strain at fracture underneath biaxial circumstances to that underneath uniaxial 

circumstances (normally 𝑟𝑏𝑎
𝜀 =̃  1.28). The 𝜏𝑐 −   𝜆𝑐 correlation can be recognised 

using Equation 3-27 with Equation 3-23, and in uniaxial situations leads to the 

following equation: 

 

𝜏𝑐 =  (
1

√3
−  

𝑎0

3
) 𝜎𝑐                                    3-29 

 

 Here, 𝜎𝑐 is the pressure related to 휀𝑎
𝑝
 in a uniaxial compress exam. In 

detail, 𝜆𝑐 is computed as a function of 휀𝑎
𝑝
 using Equation 3-27, and the related 

significance of 𝜏𝑐 is computed as a function of 𝜎𝑐 (which is experimentally associated 

with 휀𝑎
𝑝
) using Equation 3-29. Afterwards, ultimate strength is increased, and the 

strain-softening condition is considered to model the decreased strength instigated by 

concrete crushing. 

 Under tensile stress, a dissimilar method is utilised to act out the improvement 

and occurrence of cracking. In detail, cracking occurs once the stress state extents a 

crack detection plasticity exterior. This surface similarly permits the bearings of the 

crack to be well-defined. It is presumed that the crack path is typical to this surface at 

a prearranged stress state. The plasticity exterior is of the Mohr–Coulomb category 

and is consequently defined with a correlation comparable to Equation 3-23. As soon 

as the incident and direction of crack are identified, the damaged elasticity theory is 

utilised to define the post-fracture conduct of the concrete through open cracks. 

Correctly, this is supposed that the material decreases in strength over and performs a 

softening mechanism that further decreases the strength, in the sense which open 
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cracks are epitomised with an absence of stiffness of the material, while any constant 

strain related to cracking is ignored. Consequently, the cracks could become closed by 

the stress converting to compressive stress. In addition, we assume that the cracks are 

smeared on the concrete sections that are modified with this procedure [212]. 

 The first benefit of the defined constitutive method is that it merely 

necessitates, as inputting information, a strain-stress correlation of the concrete 

underneath uniaxial circumstances. The correlation assumed in the current method is 

presented in Figure 3-9, and this method comprises a piecewise linear function that is 

entirely well-defined with the following parameters: concrete’s tensile strength 𝑓𝑐𝑡, 

Young’s modulus Ec (that composed of Poisson’s ratio, 𝑣𝑐, defines the elastic conduct 

of concrete) and compressive strength 𝑓𝑐. As shown in Figure 3-10, the conduct of 

concrete is elastic once compressive stress is smaller than 0.3 𝑓𝑐. For more significant 

levels of stress, plastic deflections occur because of the hardening conduct of the 

material. Fracture occurs at a strain of 1.81 𝑓𝑐/𝐸𝑐, and afterwards, the material 

responds is strain-softening. In tensile stresses conditions, the conduct is linear elastic 

until the stress exceeds the tensile strength. Afterwards, the material is determined by 

strain-softening by the strength which slowly decreases by increasing the strain to 

account for almost the tension stiffening because of the concrete reinforcement 

interface. An extra in-depth explanation of the constitutive method for concrete could 

be introduced into the ABAQUS manuals [212]. 

 The strain-stress correlation considered for the steel bars is presented in Figure 

3-11. As shown, the steel behaviour is perfectly plastic-elastic, and it is compatible 

with compression and tension. The material factors required by this last fundamental 

method are the steel’s yield strength 𝑓𝑦, Young’s modulus 𝐸𝑠 and Poisson’s ratio 𝑣𝑠. 

The reinforcement is supposed to be smeared in a pipe that is buried in concrete and is 

wholly joined to it. 

 

 

 

 Lastly, the shear strength criteria of the Mohr-Coulomb style are expressed in 

the pile-soil interaction. In cohesionless soils, these criteria are expressed by the 

following equation 
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𝐹𝑙𝑖𝑚 =  𝐹𝑛  tan 𝛿                                  3-30 

 

 Here, 𝐹𝑙𝑖𝑚 is the restrictive shear stress, 𝐹𝑛 is the standard force and 𝛿 is the 

friction angle at the pile-soil interface. Moreover, separation amongst soil and pile 

happens once tensile stress advances at the pile-soil interface. In other words, gap and 

slip could occur at the pile-soil boundary. 

 

 

The FE mesh implemented in the analysis for discretising the pile and soil 

involves brick eight nodes solid linear decreased integration elements using the 

hourglass mechanism. The mesh modification is completed in the portions where high 

stages of strain are projected to happen. Reinforcement is discretised with four nodes 

with linear exterior elements with decreased integration. The lateral and the bottom 

sides of the field are situated sufficiently far from the foundation to elude any 

substantial boundary impact. In this fitting, the proposition by Karthigeyan, S., V. 

Ramakrishna, and K. Rajagopal of localising the lateral sides at an interval of 20D 

(which D is the diameter of the pile) from the foundation axle is determined to be 

effective [213]. The basis of the domain is completely fixed, and the horizontal borders 

are bounded through upright rollers.  

 The preliminary stress state in the interior of the soil domain (i.e. beforehand 

load) is computed with ko-circumstances. After this phase, a vertical loading is exerted 

at the pile tip. The greatness of this force is continuously increased to the ultimate 

amount for which an answer is attained. 

 

 

 

 

 

Constitutive Model of Soil 

Recently, progressively more comprehensive constitutive models are being established 

to define the complicated conduct of geomaterials underneath diverse loading 

circumstances ([214] and [215]) that consecutively leads to complications in numerical 

identifying and implementing the model parameters by the purpose of the criterion 

material experiment. An Elasto-perfectly plastic sample with the Mohr–Coulomb 
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defeat criteria, regularly called the Mohr–Coulomb model, is extensively utilised in 

finite element analyses of geomechanical engineering because of its simpleness and 

sufficient accuracy ([216]). The fracture encompasses with their minor and major 

principle stresses (𝜎1, 𝜎3), as shown in Figure 3-12, are determined by cohesion, c, and 

inner frictional angle, 𝜑, by the following equation: 

1

2
 (𝜎1 −  𝜎3) +  

1

2
 (𝜎1 +  𝜎3) sin 𝜑 − 𝑐 cos 𝜑 = 0             3-31 

 

 When developed into three-dimensional stress, the defeat envelope 

shifts into a promiscuous hexagonal pyramid [211]. 

 

 

 

Figure 3- 6 Mohr-Coulomb fracture criteria (Source[38]) 

 

For the elastoplastic constitutive model, the possible functions are generally 

engaged as the same as defeat envelopes, with non-associated or associated flow law. 

Nevertheless, the probable flow, being completely different from the defeat envelope, 

has a hyperbolic profile in the climactic stress plane and has no angles in the deviatoric 

stress spaces was assumed in ABAQUS, referenced to [217]. The adequacy of this 

non-affiliated flow is in its exclusive description of the orientation of plastic flow and 

entire smoothness. 

 As mentioned, a 3-D numerical pattern was established to model the 

proposition of a piled foundation in each instance, and the pattern contained the soil 

continuity, connection zone, geometry of the pile elements and applied forces. The 
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modified Drucker–Prager constitutive rule was used in developing the models, and its 

cap plasticity procedure instance in the p-t plane is demonstrated. 

 

The equations of its transition, share fracture and cap surfaces are 

 

𝐹𝑠 = 𝑡 − 𝑝 tan 𝛽 − 𝑑 = 0               3-32 

 

𝐹𝑐 =  √(𝑝 −  𝑝𝑎)2 +  (
𝑅𝑡

1+ 𝛼− 
𝛼

cos 𝛽

)

2

− 𝑅 (𝑑 +  𝑝𝑎  tan 𝛽) = 0                  3-33 

 

𝐹𝑡 =  √(𝑝 −  𝑝𝑎)2 + [1 − (1 −  (1 −  
𝛼

cos 𝛽
) (𝑑 + 𝑝𝑎  tan 𝛽))]

2

−

 𝛼 (𝑑 +  𝑝𝑎  tan 𝛽) = 0                                   3-34 

 

The correlation of cap factors d, 𝛽 and k to Mohr-Coulomb’s 𝜑  and c are as 

follows: 

 

𝑘 =  
3−sin 𝜑,

3+ sin 𝜑,                                                3-35 

 

tan 𝛽 =  
6 sin 𝜑,

3− sin 𝜑,                                            3-36 

 

𝑑 =  (1 −  
1

3
 tan 𝛽) 

cos 𝜑,

1− sin 𝜑,
 2𝑐 ,                     3-37 

 

Figure 3-14 demonstrates a schematic sketch for numerical specimen expanded 

in this research. The specimen consisted of a raft (PQRS) and pile buried in the soil 

continuity (AA’BB’CC’DD’). Because of material isotropy and geometrical 

symmetry, 
1

4
 of the block was analysed (AA’HH’FF’GG’). 
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Figure 3- 7 Schematic sketch of the numerical model (Source[38]) 

 

Because of the symmetry in-plane, the boundary conditions alongside the mid-

axis were established as XSIMM (symmetry about plane x is fixed) and YSIMM 

(symmetry about plane y is fixed). No translation was permissible in the underneath 

nodes, and no y or x translation was permissible in the angle nodes. Figure 3-15 shows 

a sample summary of these boundary conditions, composed with the upright 

movement contours. The figure shows that the fine elements are focused on the 

proximity of the piled raft tracked by a smooth transmission of elements from being 

fine to being coarse. Within this stage, the aspect ratio and the bias were retained within 

a proper limit to generate elements of decent modality and thus effectively run the 

software. To account for the contact amongst the foundation and the soil, the slave-

master implication was utilised that the soil surface behaved like a slave surface and 

the raft acted like a master surface. 
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In the current research, the model treated the soil as a homogeneous isotropic 

single-stage medium. To decrease the computations period, several strain-stress 

analyses on elastoplastic and elastic soil sequences of different widths, depths and 

heights were tested. Based on the initial results, the horizontal dimension of the 

continuum was 20 times the pile diameter and the upright depth was two times the pile 

longitude so no significant strain and stress were detected at the boundaries. Moreover, 

the surface-to-node and surface-to-surface contiguity selections were tested, and 

surface-to-surface contiguity was determined because of its broad level of accuracy 

([218]), and the penalty-type frictional limitation enforcement technique was utilised 

to formulate the contact surface’s stiffness. 

 

 

 

3.4 DATA COLLECTION 

3.4.1 Description of Piles 

The database for this study encompasses 58 driven piles and 50 bored piles (deep 

foundations) of two classes (concrete and steel piles). The bored deep foundations 

(piles) have diverse dimensions and circle forms, with a length from 6 to 27 m and a 

diameter from 320 mm to 1800 mm. The driven piles also do not have the same shapes 

and sizes (i.e. hexagonal, circular and square form) and have lengths ranging from 8 

to 36 m and diameters ranging from 250 to 660 mm. Meanwhile, the piles measured 

in the existing research possess a wide-ranging variety of dimensions; they are 

categorised into large dimension piles (D > 600 mm) and small dimension piles (D ≤ 

600 mm). This arrangement follows [6] and relies on large diameter piles that 

demonstrate different behaviour from lesser-dimension piles. Comprehensive data of 

case experiments are shown in Appendixes A, B and C that contain the CPT side view 

and diagram soil profile underneath the pile and deep foundation (pile) geometry, 

establishing the technique and categories of foundation loading experiment. The CPT 

profile contains the cone spot resistance, qc, for bored deep foundations and qc and 

sleeve friction, fs, for driven piles. The load–settlement figure is similarly provided.  
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 The collected databank involves case histories composed from the references, 

mostly in situ experiments, and the CPT outcome records described by [65] and [5]. 

The cases were attained worldwide. The instantaneous information to each case 

recording utilised for advancing the models is revealed in Tables 3-4 to 3-7. 

 The bored piles in the record are exposed to upright compression loading 

experiments. The driven piles are similarly verified underneath vertical tension or 

compression forces. The loading experiments diverge in their method, apparatus, 

instrumentation, and loading presentation techniques. The loading experiment 

individually case recording has been demonstrated in the case recording excellent 

points in Appendixes A, B and C (Source [38]).  

 The cone penetration exams have been performed to a deepness of a minimum 

of eight times the pile radius underneath the pile head and at a remoteness sufficiently 

close to the loading experiment whereabouts to be illustrative; the interval amongst the 

CPT place and the force exam was at least higher than ten times the pile’s radius. The 

results of cone spot resistance, qc, against deepness are accessible in all loading 

experiments in the databank; nevertheless, the sleeve friction, fs, only exists in the 

driven piles' case records. 

 

 



 
 

Table 3- 4 Instantaneous of information applied for mounting FEM for bored piles (Source: [38]) 

 

Table 3-4 (Continued) 
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D, pile diameter; L, pile embedment length;  �̅�𝑐−𝑡𝑖𝑝 , middling cone point persistence surrounded by head-impact area; �̅�𝑐−𝑠ℎ𝑎𝑓𝑡, middling 

cone point persistence along axle; Qu, measured pile capacity. 

 

Table 3- 5 Instantaneous of information applied for mounting FEM for concrete driven piles (Source: [38]) 

 

Table 3-4 (Continued) 
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Table 3-5 (Continued) 

 

D, pile diameter; L, pile embedment length;  �̅�𝑐−𝑡𝑖𝑝 , middling cone point persistence surrounded by head-impact area; �̅�𝑐−𝑠ℎ𝑎𝑓𝑡, middling 

cone point persistence along axle; Qm, measured pile capacity. 
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Table 3- 6 Instantaneous of information applied for mounting FEM for steel driven piles (Source: [38]) 
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D, pile diameter; L, pile embedment length;  �̅�𝑐−𝑡𝑖𝑝 , middling cone point persistence surrounded by head-impact area; �̅�𝑐−𝑠ℎ𝑎𝑓𝑡, middling 

cone point persistence along axle; Qm, measured pile capacity 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 3-6 (Continued) 
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 Numerous pile load experiments contain mechanical instead of electronic CPT 

records, and consequently, it was essential to convert the mechanical CPT evaluations 

into comparable electric CPT results. This is applied by using the following 

relationship suggested by [68]: 

 

(
𝑞𝑐

𝑝𝑎
)

𝐸𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑐
= 0.47 (

𝑞𝑐

𝑝𝑎
)

𝑀𝑒𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙

1.19

                       3-38      

 

Here, pa = atmospheric pressure in KPa and qc = cone spot resistance in KPa. 

For fs values, the mechanical cones bounce more exceptional records than the 

electric cones in entire soils. [68] proposed a proportion of 2 for sandy soil and 2.5 to 

3.5 for clay soil. In this research, a coefficient of 3 is assumed in clay and 2 in sand 

[38]. 

 Soil profiles are principally categorised into two groups: sandy soils profiles 

containing loose to dens sands; mixed soils profiles containing coatings of 

cohesionless soils (gravel or sand) and coats of cohesive soil (clayey). While the soil 

profiles consist of a percentage of cohesive types of soil, the circumstances might be 

measured as the piles set in cohesionless soils for these explanations: 

1. For most circumstances, the head of the pile is set in sandy soil. Thus, it is 

supposed that the sand delivers a maximum resistance on the pile head [5]. 

Consequently, the predictable behaviour of these piles is realised as piles 

inside cohesionless soils. 

2. For a few circumstances, the head of the pile is located in clayey soil. In these 

situations, the head contribution in the overall capacity might be insignificant 

because the clay delivers most of its resistance on the pile axle. Henceforth, 

these piles may likewise be considered as piles inside cohesionless soils. 
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3.4.2 Choice of input variables 

Appropriate approximation of deep foundation’s bearing capacity necessitates the 

documents of the coefficients that affect the soil–pile interaction. These coefficients 

conclude material and geometry of the pile, properties of the soil, structural technique 

and experimenting process. As these coefficients possess various grades of impact on 

the capacity of the pile, they will be categorised into two classifications: primary and 

secondary factors. The primary factors have a substantial effect on the pile valence, 

while the secondary factors have a negligible effect.  

 

3.4.2.1 The primary factors 

Pile geometry 

The geomechanical engineering resources show that the pile length and its diameter 

possess an essential effect on the bearing capacity of the pile. As a result, these factors 

have been chosen to present the geometry of the pile for the FEM’s input.  

 

Pile material  

The friction amongst the neighbouring soil and the pile depends expressively on the 

external surface roughness of the pile that diverges with the material of the pile. 

Therefore, piles not constructed of the same materials (i.e. concrete or steel) possess 

diverse valence. While the database of current study contains two piles types (concrete 

and steel), the material of the pile should be considered. In contrast, in ABAQUS FEM, 

we only use the pile’s Poisson’s ratio and modulus of elasticity for each type of piles, 

which is 0.1 to 0.2 (take 0.2) and 25 GPa for concrete materials and 0.3 and 190 GPa 

to 215 GPa (take 200 GPa) for steel piles, respectively. 

 

Average cone point resistance contained by the pile head-impact zone 

Recent CPT-based approaches exert a correspondence coefficient to the middling cone 

tip resistance, qc, and completed an assured zone recognised as the head-impact area 

to approximate the unity head resistance. Henceforth, the mean of qc shows that the 

head-impact area has been involved as a changeable principal input. The penetration 

above that, the qc is averaged and the averaging process is debated as follows: 
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 The phrase of the impact zone states to the area spreads out for an interval 

downward and upward of the pile head, and in the zone, the defeat envelope can be 

located while the pile transports its ultimate head resistance. The levels and the system 

of the impact area around the head of forced pile rest on numerous coefficients such 

as the shearing resistance angle, volumetric strain, stiffness and the average operative 

stress of the pile head and the confined heterogeneity [219]. The interaction amongst 

the coefficients causes many problems and does not completely consistent. Therefore, 

researchers have proposed some forms of an influence zone, as presented in Figure 3-

3. 

 There is no standard result amongst the investigators on the ranges of the 

impact area. Outcomes of the investigational and numerical researches on two concrete 

piles in intermediate dense sand performed have revealed that the head-impact zone 

developed starting 5D underneath to 5D overhead of the pile head [219]. A theoretic 

analysis indicates that in the homogeneous soil, the area can reach up to 1.5D 

underneath the pile head to 4 concluded 9D over the head [5]. Laterally, the area can 

spread to 5D. A study claimed that for piles in the clean sand, the impact zone over the 

pile head is in the middle of 1.5D up to 2.5D, and the area underneath the head of the 

pile varies between 3.5 and 5.5D [218]. There are, similarly, no general conclusion in 

the boundaries of the area amongst the present CPT-based techniques. 

 While considering the theoretical classifications and the existing results, in the 

current research and for minor-dimension piles, the levels of the impact zone may be 

assumed based on the description specified [5]. This assumption is made because for 

piles inside homogeneous soils, the description is specified by the technique with the 

explanation determined from the theoretical analyses, and for deep foundations in 

nonhomogeneous soils where no theoretical analyses are smeared, the description is 

established based on existing acts. Furthermore, the description which is set with the 

scheme counts for the heterogeneity of the soil that affects the levels of the head-

impact area. 

 For large dimension piles, the model of the rapture area is expected to be 

similar to the impact area of the shallow foundation. In the mentioned circumstance, 

the characterisation stated is assumed [65]. 

 Entirely CPT-created approaches show that defining a demonstrative 

significance for the cone point resistance, �̅�𝑐−𝑡𝑖𝑝, contained by the head-impact region 

is essential for computing the pile-unit head resistance. As soon as the unit head 
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resistance comes close to its final significance, the points lengthwise the rupture 

exterior, situated at the dissimilar lowest point, may have diverse friction angles or/and 

mobilised qc significance to produce soil deviations and detaining stress. Therefore, 

cone resistance is essential for pile enterprise to consider for the differences of the soil 

features in most of the parts for unit head resistance [133]. The in-place of qc is firm 

by being approximately the qc amounts surrounded by the head rupture zone. 

 Three kinds of middling qc values may be measured: arithmetic middling, 

geometric middling and weighted middling.  

 

The arithmetic average is obtained from: 

 

𝑞𝑐−𝑎𝑟𝑡ℎ =  
𝑞𝑐1+ 𝑞𝑐2+⋯+ 𝑞𝑐𝑛

𝑛
                                    3-39 

 

Here, 𝑞𝑐−𝑎𝑟𝑡ℎ = arithmetic average of qc amounts that varies from qc1 to qcn 

 

 The geometric average is obtained from: 

 

𝑞𝑐−𝑔𝑒𝑜 =  √𝑞𝑐1 . 𝑞𝑐2 . . . 𝑞𝑐𝑛
𝑛

                                                  3-40 

 

Here, 𝑞𝑐−𝑔𝑒𝑜 =  geometric average of amounts that vary from qc1 to qcn. 

 

 The weighted average is obtained from: 

 

𝑞𝑐−𝑤𝑒𝑡𝑑 =  
(

𝑞𝑐1+ 𝑞𝑐2
2

) ∆𝑙1+(
𝑞𝑐2+ 𝑞𝑐3

2
) ∆𝑙2+⋯+ (

𝑞𝑐𝑛−1+ 𝑞𝑐𝑛
2

) ∆𝑙𝑛−1  

∑ ∆𝑙∆𝑙=𝑛−1
∆𝑙=1

        3-41 

 

Here; 𝑞𝑐−𝑤𝑒𝑡𝑑 = weighted average of amounts that vary from qc1 to qcn   

              ∆𝑙 = length of the penetration section stuck between two consecutive qc 

values  

 

The arithmetic middling is convenient once mounts and furrows are 

disinterested from the information and likewise suitable for homogenous soil that 

amounts are uniform. The arithmetic middling is not considered in the current research 
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because most of the models in the databank include piles mounted in cohesionless 

soils. The CPT outcomes of this sort of soils typically comprise an enormous number 

of troughs and peaks that sort the arithmetic middling incorrectly an average value of 

qc. 

The geometric average is suitable once many severe troughs and peaks values 

are obtained, as may be originated for several sand deposits, and once governing 

significance is present amongst the together significances. Nevertheless, the geometric 

middling limitation is that if the composed values are small for a section of the 

deepness while being developed considerably higher for the other section, the 

geometric middling delivers unacceptable outcomes. In this circumstance, the 

weighted middling technique is improved, as it considers the average deepness values. 

The results in the following sample demonstrate that the geometric average and the 

weighted average of qc amounts calculated inside the head-impact the region for a 

bored pile mounted in cohesionless soils (Case 13) a selection of the databank. The 

amounts of the pile head-impact region are presumed to develop for a region that is 

illustrated in Figure 3-16. The results show that the qc amounts within the impact 

region stay small (ranging from 1 to 5 MPa) for a space of 6 metres of the region and 

then become much greater (ranging from 5 to 25 MPa) for a space of 8 metres of the 

region. The geometric middling of qc amounts contained by the head-impact region is 

5.6 MPa, although the weighted average is 10.3 MPa. Thus, the geometric middling is 

small and located close to the minor variety of qc amounts, although there is a 

substantial total of high qc values convoluted. The weighted middling, in contrast, is 

close to the average qc values and accounts for the low-slung and the extraordinary 

variety qc amounts. Therefore, for this issue, weighted average affords more proper 

demonstrations for the qc than the geometric middling. Because numerous 

circumstances of this research in its databank are comparable to this case, the weighted 

middling technique is implemented. 
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Figure 3- 8 Comparing averaging techniques for cone point resistance inside head-

impact region (Source: [38]) 

 

Average cone spot resistance lengthwise the pile axle 

Numerous CPT-based approaches (e.g. [65]; [9]; [167] and [220]) have suggested 

relationships to approximate the unity axle resistance from the middling point of cone 

resistance lengthwise axle of the pile. The procedures consider the qc values to be more 

consistent for approximating pile shaft resistance. Consequently, this feature is applied 

by means of a changeable input. 

 

Average sleeve friction lengthwise axle of the pile 

Information of CPT-based techniques (i.e. [221] and [166]) have suggested 

representations to foresee unit axle resistance based on mediocre sleeve friction 

quantities fs alongside pile axle. In contrast, other techniques (i.e. [65]; [168]) consider 

sleeve friction more adaptable than the cone dot resistance and thus do not focus on 

this resistance. In the current research, the friction of sleeve amounts was available in 

the database of the driven piles. Consequently, fs affects the input variables, and its 

effect on the pile capability is confirmed in the sensibility analysis. 
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Calculated pile capacity 

The pile capacity, Qu, is another pattern output variable. For driven piles, the pile’s 

capacity, Qu, is shown in [5] as the immersion fracture, and for the clear failure samples 

and the 80% criterion of [222], the samples show that the fracture force is not 

obviously well-specified. For bored piles, the valence of pile, Qu, agrees with [65] and 

indicates the vertical force at 5% of the pile diameter movement plus the elastic 

compression force of the pile (i.e. PL/EA where L is the length of embedded pile, P is 

the applied force, A is the pile cross-sectional area and E is the pile’s elastic modulus). 

Figures 3-17 to 3-19 represent how the pile capacity is interpreted from load-

assessment outcomes. 

 

 

  

Figure 3- 9 Synopsis graph for driven steel pile sample data 15, (a) soil profile and 

pile geometry, (b) profile of cone head resistance, (c) profile of sleeve friction, (d) 

load–settlement plot (Source [38]) 
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Figure 3- 10 Synopsis graph for driven steel pile sample data 1, (a) soil profile and 

pile geometry, (b) profile of cone head resistance, (c) profile of sleeve friction, (d) 

load–settlement plot (Source [38]) 
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Figure 3- 11 Synopsis graph for the bored pile sample data 45, (a) soil profile and 

pile geometry, (b) profile of cone head resistance, (c) profile of sleeve friction, (d) 

load–settlement plot (Source [38]) 

 

 

Soil’s modulus of elasticity 

To obtain the modulus of elasticity for different types of soil, the following table is 

used based on the recommendations in [3]. 
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Table 3- 7 Young’s modulus (MPa) values concerning different soil types and 

degrees of consolidation (Source [3]) 

Soil Type Modulus of Elasticity Range 

Sand, normally consolidated (2 − 4)𝑞𝑐 

Sand, over-consolidated (6 − 30)𝑞𝑐 

Sand, Clayey (SC) (3 − 6)𝑞𝑐 

Sand, silty (SM) (1 − 2)𝑞𝑐 

Clay, soft (3 − 8)𝑞𝑐 

 

 

Soil’s friction angle 

Friction angle of soil is the shear strength value soils. Its description is obtained from 

the failure criteria of Mohr–Coulomb, and it is used to define the soil’s friction shear 

resistance composed by the standard adequate stress. In the shear normal stress-

effective stress plane, the friction angle of the soil is the angle of inclination concerns 

the Mohr–Coulomb shear resistance line’s lateral axis. Some typical amounts of 

friction angle of soil are given in Table 3-8 for different soil types of USCS at a 

normally consolidated situation or else if not identified. These amounts must be used 

just as a guideline for geomechanical subjects; nevertheless, a definite condition of 

each engineering issue regularly needs to be considered for an adequate selection of 

geomechanical factors. 

 

Table 3- 8 Typical amounts of friction angle of soil for different soils agreeing to 

USCS (Source [223]) 

Description USCS 

Soil friction angle (°) 

min max 
Specific 

value 

Well graded gravel, sandy 

gravel, with little or no fines 
GW 33 40  

Poorly graded gravel, sandy 

gravel, with little or no fines 
GP 32 44  

Sandy gravels - Loose (GW, GP)   35 

Sandy gravels - Dense (GW, GP)   50 
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Silty gravels, silty sandy gravels GM 30 40  

Clayey gravels, clayey sandy 

gravels 
GC 28 35  

Well graded sands, gravelly 

sands, with little or no fines 
SW 33 43  

Well-graded clean sand, 

gravelly sands - Compacted 
SW   38 

Well-graded sand, angular 

grains - Loose 
SW   33 

Well-graded sand, angular 

grains - Dense 
SW   45 

Poorly graded sands, gravelly 

sands, with little or no fines 
SP 30 39  

Poorly-garded clean sand - 

Compacted 
SP   37 

Uniform sand, round grains - 

Loose 
SP   27 

Uniform sand, round grains - 

Dense 
SP   34 

Sand SW, SP 37 38  

Loose sand SW, SP 29 30  

Medium sand SW, SP 30 36  

Dense sand SW, SP 36 41  

Silty sands SM 32 35  

Silty clays, sand-silt mix - 

Compacted 
SM   34 

Silty sand - Loose SM 27 33  

Silty sand - Dense SM 30 34  

Clayey sands SC 30 40  

Clayey sands, sandy-clay mix - 

compacted 
SC   31 

Loamy sand, sandy clay Loam SM, SC 31 34  

Inorganic silts, silty or clayey 

fine sands, with slight plasticity 
ML 27 41  

Inorganic silt - Loose ML 27 30  
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Inorganic silt - Dense ML 30 35  

Inorganic clays, silty clays, 

sandy clays of low plasticity 
CL 27 35  

Clays of low plasticity - 

compacted 
CL   28 

Organic silts and organic silty 

clays of low plasticity 
OL 22 32  

Inorganic silts of high plasticity MH 23 33  

Clayey silts - compacted MH   25 

Silts and clayey silts - 

compacted 
ML   32 

Inorganic clays of high 

plasticity 
CH 17 31  

Clays of high plasticity - 

compacted 
CH   19 

Organic clays of high plasticity OH 17 35  

Loam 
ML, OL, 

MH, OH 
28 32  

Silt Loam 
ML, OL, 

MH, OH 
25 32  

Clay Loam, Silty Clay Loam 

ML, OL, 

CL, MH, 

OH, CH 

18 32  

Silty clay 
OL, CL, 

OH, CH 
18 32  

Clay 
CL, CH, 

OH, OL 
18 28  

Peat and other highly organic 

soils 
Pt 0 10  
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Soil’s dilation angle 

Dilation angle was associated with some resources as the friction angle subtracted by 

30 or 
2

3
 of the friction angle. The dilation angle can vary from 5º–15º and can be 

checked by the range based on the type of soil. The dilation angle was considered for 

sand during the analysis and was close to the friction angle. 

Furthermore, the dilation angle considered in the present research was 

correspondingly compared to [224], and dilation angles were found to be marginally 

less than [224]. The dilation angles derived according to the [224] method for loose, 

dense, medium dense and dense sands are 6°,12° and 10°, respectively. 

 

 

3.4.2.2 The secondary factors 

These factors contain a smaller amount of grade of influence amongst the factors that 

impact the pile’s bearing capability. They contain pile head (closed or open), pile 

shape, depth of the water table and the pile construction technique. 

 The greatest of the presently obtainable CPT-based approaches do not combine 

any factors for presenting the shape consequence of the pile. Research to predict the 

settlement of pile has illustrated that the shape of the pile has a negligible effect on 

pile efficiency; the research has also presented that the open-ended or closed head 

contains an alike and insignificant impact on the movement of the pile ([171]). As a 

result, these factors have not been involved in input variables. The water table’s 

deepness did not exist in the bored piles’ records; however, in several driven piles 

cases, the water table was delivered using the CPT index. The table shows that the 

water, therefore, affects all qc values. 

 

 

3.5 SUMMARY OF THE CHAPTER 

In this section of the thesis, the methodology of this study was presented. In the first 

section, the experiential CPT method and its definitions and backgrounds, including 

methods of estimating pile’s bearing capacity and settlement prediction, were 
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described. This section was followed by methods of data collection. Then, some of the 

input variables associated with this study were described. In the following chapter, the 

results of numerical method models, simulated by ABAQUS software based on pre-

calculated experimental outcomes, are presented. 
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4    Investigation of Pile Behaviour 

and Parametric Studies 

 

4.1 INTRODUCTION AND CHAPTER OVERVIEW 

This chapter presents a comparison of the results from CPT tests due to various loading 

types and piles obtained from the literature ([38]) as well as findings from numerical 

simulations ABAQUS finite element software. The CPT tests and numerical 

simulations were carried out on different types of soil and pile. In the first section, the 

research approach will be discussed for three different types of proposed piles in the 

respective soil profile. It would be achieved by presenting visual and numerical results. 

Moreover, the sensitivity of modulus of elasticity parameter for each case will be 

discussed. Then, numerical test results will be presented, including 108 different piles 

in different soil profiles. Then, the validity of the obtained numerical results will be 

investigated. The overview of the chapter is illustrated below. 
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4.2 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION FOR SELECTED 

PILES 

4.2.1 Case 1 Profile 

In this section, the method of simulating three pile cases will be investigated. To 

achieve this, we need to input variables like modulus of elasticity for pile and soil, etc. 

that were discussed in chapter three (Methodology). In this part, three different cases 

with different properties and types will be investigated.  

For bored piles, case number 21 from literature has been chosen. This model 

is a sample model from source [65], which is described in Table A-1. The pile is a 

square closed pile with 0.231 m2 area, 521 mm diameter and 8200 mm length. Type 

of loading is CRP or constant rate of penetration. Type of cone in CPT experiment for 

this case is mechanical, which is convertible to electrical cone result and discussed in 

chapter 2 of this study. An overview of shaft geometry, soil profile, CPT profile and 

the respective load-deflection diagram has been presented in figure 4-1. As can be 

seen, there is a massive differential in soil properties when we passed 5.3m of shaft 

depth and soil changed to gravelly sand. 

 

 

Figure 4- 1 Summary sheet for case record A21, (a) pile geometry and soil profile, 

(b) cone tip resistance profile, (c) load deflection plot 
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4.2.2 Case 2 Profile 

For concrete driven piles, case number 17 from the source above has been selected. A 

brief description has been given in Table B-1 that shows this pile is a square closed 

sample with 0.292 m2 area, 1020 mm length and 355 mm diameter and type of loading 

is QML or quick maintained load test. The type cone of in this case is electrical, which 

we do not need to convert from mechanical test results, as mentioned above. A brief 

review of CPT axle and soil geometry, cone tip resistance, sleeve friction profile and 

determined load-deflection diagram has been demonstrated in figure 4-2. It is evident 

that the mixed soil performance has complexity in this case and need more attention 

and time in simulating. The pile is embedded in 2 m silt soil as well as 4 m in the 

normal sand and the rest in dense sand soil. As it was mentioned before, we have the 

sleeve friction profile as well as other information in driven piles. 

 

 

Figure 4- 2 Summary sheet for case record B17, (a) pile geometry and soil profile, 

(b) cone tip resistance profile, (c) sleeve friction profile, 

(d) load deflection plot 
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4.2.3 Case 3 Profile 

For steel driven piles, case number 17 from the above source above has been 

selected. A brief description has been given in Table C-1 that shows this pile is a pipe 

closed sample with 0.059 m2 area, 9200 mm length and 273 mm diameter and type of 

loading is SML or slow maintained load test. The type cone of in this case is electrical, 

which we do not need to convert from mechanical test results, as mentioned in case 1. 

A brief review of CPT axle and soil geometry, cone tip resistance, sleeve friction 

profile and determined load-deflection diagram has been demonstrated in figure 4-3. 

The pile is embedded in 2 m filled soil as well as 7.2 m in the hydraulic sand. As it 

was mentioned before, we have the sleeve friction profile as well as other information 

in driven piles. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4- 3 Summary sheet for case record B17, (a) pile geometry and soil profile, 

(b) cone tip resistance profile, (c) sleeve friction profile, 

(d) load deflection plot 
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4.2.4 Description of Material properties in ABAQUS 

In the model in ABAQUS.CAE subsequent explanations are used in describing 

material properties of existing project based on Drucker-Prager and Mohr-Coulomb 

simulations. 

• The shear criterion parameter was set to linear and hyperbolic. 

• The symmetrical solver was defined as *STEP, SYMM=YES for plastic flow 

rule as associated. 

• For the elastic phase, youngs modulus was set based on table 3-7. 

• Based on the USA Army Stan Standard, the maximum friction angle between 

soil and concrete pile should be less than 270 and maximum tangential 

behaviour is 0.5. 

• The Drucker-Prager plasticity selections were utilised to state ß, ε and K, the 

flow potential eccentricity parameter was used as ε =0.1. 

• The Drucker-Prager hardening preference was similarly defined as *Drucker-

Prager Hardening 100000, 0 in which 100000 is yield stress and 0 is a plastic 

strain at failure. 

 

4.2.5 Result Contours for Three Base Models 

After running selected models in ABAQUS, several result contours can be obtained 

from outcome data in the software package, which some of the most important ones 

selected to illustrate results in visual presentation. Based on selected contours, 

definition of some terms will be determined. 

A form of strain in which the distorted body returns to its original shape and 

size when the deforming force is removed is elastic strain. Strain is the response of a 

system to an applied stress. When a material is loaded with a force, it produces a stress, 

which then causes a material to deform. Engineering strain is defined as the amount of 

deformation in the direction of the applied force divided by the initial length of the 

material. Recall if a material experiences only elastic deformation, when the stress is 

removed the elastic strain will be recovered. If a material is loaded beyond its yield 

point it experiences both elastic and plastic strain. When the stress is removed, only 

the elastic strain is recovered; the plastic strain is permanent. This change in shape is 

called deformation. A temporary shape change that is self-reversing after the force is 
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removed, so that the object returns to its original shape, is called elastic deformation. 

When the stress is sufficient to permanently deform the metal, it is called plastic 

deformation. 

 The effective stress principle in soil engineering is one of the important theories 

put forward by Karl Terzaghi in the year 1936. It is the difference between total stress 

and pore water pressure. Effective stress is a force that keeps a collection of particles 

rigid. Usually this applies to sand, soil, or gravel. The principle of effective stresses 

applies only to normal stresses and not shear stresses. Total stress (σ) is equal to the 

sum of effective stress (σ') and pore water pressure (u) or, alternatively, effective stress 

is equal to total stress minus pore water pressure. The total stress is the sum of the 

weight of the soil up to the surface and the weight of water above this: Vertical total 

stress at depth z, sv = g . z + gw . z. More specifically, Karl von Terzaghi's Principle, 

also known as Terzaghi's theory of one-dimensional consolidation, states that all 

quantifiable changes in stress to a soil [compression, deformation, shear resistance] 

are a direct result of a change in effective stress. 

 Above-mentioned terms are presented in below contours to show principals in 

deformed soil under force on pile. It needs to be mentioned that units for visualisations 

are N and m. 
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Figure 4- 4 Case 1, elastic strain (maximum principal) – loading step – on soil 

 

 

Figure 4- 5 Case 1, plastic strain (maximum principal) – loading step – on soil 
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Figure 4- 6 Case 1, total stress – loading step – on soil 

 

Figure 4- 7 Case 1, vertical stress – loading step – on soil 
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Figure 4- 8 Case 1, total displacement magnitude – loading step – on soil 

 

Figure 4- 9 Case 2, elastic strain (maximum principal) – loading step – on soil 
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Figure 4- 10 Case 2, plastic strain (maximum principal) – loading step – on soil 

 

 

Figure 4- 11 Case 2, total stress – loading step – on soil 
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Figure 4- 12 Case 2, vertical stress – loading step – on soil 

 

 

Figure 4- 13 Case 2, total displacement magnitude – loading step – on soil 
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Figure 4- 14 Case 3, elastic strain (maximum principal) – loading step – on soil 

 

 

Figure 4- 15 Case 3, plastic strain (maximum principal) – loading step – on soil 
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Figure 4- 16 Case 3, total stress – loading step – on soil 

 

 

Figure 4- 17 Case 3, vertical stress – loading step – on soil 
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Figure 4- 18 Case 3, total displacement magnitude – loading step – on soil 

 

 

4.2.6 Parametric Study 

In this section of the study, the sensitivity of the proposed models to different values 

of youngs modulus will be carried out. Table 3-7, shows different amounts for E 

respect to the soil type. Figures 4-19 to 4-21 show the effect of changing Young’s 

modulus and friction angle to the shear stress between alongside the pile, which present 

the interaction of soil and foundation and load transfer mechanism. 
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Figure 4- 19 Parametric study for case 1 
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Figure 4- 20 Load transfer mechanism study for case 1 
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Figure 4- 21 Parametric study for case 2   
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Figure 4- 22 Load transfer mechanism study for case  2 
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Figure 4- 23 Parametric study for case 3 
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Figure 4- 24 Load transfer mechanism for case 3
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For each case, four different amount of E ( modulus of elasticity) has been carried out 

to study the effect of its changing on shear stress alongside pile and load transfer 

mechanism. The base model has E1=6 MPa and φ1= 13o and then youngs modulus 

doubles three times (2*E, 4*E and 6*E) with values of E2=12 MPa, E3=24 MPa, E4=36 

MPa. When we change the youngs modulus, the friction angle should be changed, 

respectively. In this case, we have φ2=20o φ3=32o φ4=37o in each respective models.  

 In case 1, the first layer has been chosen to apply changes in parameters. This 

layer has 5.3m thickness which type of material is filled soil. As can be seen in Figure 

4-19, when we increase the value of E and φ, the shear stress along the pile and soil 

would be increased respectively. There is a jump in the diagram in depth of 5.3m as 

the type of soil has been changed to a stronger material (gravely sand). In a transition 

mechanism from fill soil to sand, models with larger values of E and φ have more 

significant changes in shear stress.  Modifications in the first layer’s parameters have 

minor effects on the interaction between soil and pile in other soil layers as well. There 

is still a growth in shear stress in layers two and three that the jumps are tending to be 

equal as the depth increases.   

 Figure 4-20 shows the load transfer mechanism based on the energy that each 

layer can carry out. By increasing the depth, the accumulative load that the soil can 

transfer to the next layers decreases. This decay ratio for stronger layer, like gravel 

sand soil, is less than the weak layer. By increasing the parameters E and φ in 

respective study layers, this value increases significantly.     

 In case 2, the second layer has been chosen to apply modifications in 

parameters and shown in figure 4-21. The thickness of this layer is 4m and it is 

embedded in depth of 2m with sand soil, beneath silt and above dense sand soil layers. 

CPT outcomes illustrated that we have a noticeable jump in cone tip resistance in depth 

of 8m from the ground level. As it was predictable, changing in second layer 

parameters does not have any effects on interaction between pile and soil in the first 

layer. However, these growths have significant consequences on shear stress in the 

respective layer (second layer). The ratio of abovementioned change increases by 

rising the multiplying E. Therefore, 6E has more increasing in shear stress than 4E and 

respectively same comparison between 2E and base model. As it was mentioned 
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before, the effect of significant change in CPT experimental cone tip resistance in 

depth of 8m has consequences in the diagram. Thus, we have a modification in the 

shear stress at that point for all four models. However, for base model and 2E model 

this change is increasing and for 4E and 6E is increasing in stresses. This shows that 

the performance of model in more dense soil is better than weaker soil. 

 Figure 4-22 shows the load transfer mechanism based on the energy that each 

layer can carry out. The results prove that the outlines in case 1 load transfer 

mechanism are repeated again. Therefore, By increasing the depth, the accumulative 

load that the soil can transfer to the next layers decreases. This decay ratio for stronger 

layer, like dense sand soil, is less than the weak layer, like silt. By increasing the 

parameters E and φ in respective study layers, this value increases significantly. 

 In case 2, the second layer has been chosen to apply adjustments in parameters. 

7.2m of pile is embedded in this layer which contains hydraulic sand soil and placed 

under a fill soil layer. The CPT outcomes have distortions in depth between 8m and 

9m from ground level and consequently, these distortions have slight effects in shear 

stress alongside the pile at that distance. Same as case 2, we do not see any 

consequences in interaction in first layer properties by changing second layers 

parameters. Effect of this modification has been shown in figure 4-23 which proves 

above conclusions for case 1 and 2. The influence of increasing the soil parameters is 

more evident in dense sands comparing to weaker soils. 

 Figure 4-24 demonstrate the load transition mechanism relying on carried out 

energy by each layer. Likewise case 2, this diagram proves first case outcomes. As a 

result, By growing the depth, the accumulative energy that the soil can handover to the 

next layers decreases. By increasing E and φ parameters in respective study layers, this 

value increases significantly. However, in this case, it can be seen that for the base 

model and 2E model we have almost straight lines.      

 

 

4.2.7 Convergence Study 

Numerical analysis is one of the central components of computational and finding an 

appropriate number of meshes in any project to reduce the time and cost of the project 

and to increase the accuracy of the analysis is very important. It takes scientific 
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contribution in many areas to successfully fit the software, network, etc. to perform 

computational tasks and numerical modelling. Computational science now constitutes 

what many call the third pillar of the scientific enterprise, a peer alongside theory and 

physical experimentation. The need to design structures using finite element packages 

is increasing rapidly, along with the demand for accurate and timely results. To achieve 

a reasonable number of meshes, mesh convergence study is carried out, and various 

models consisting of the different number of elements are created and subjected to the 

same amount loading. In this section, to achieve the reasonable number of meshes, 

mesh convergence study is carried out, and various models consisting of 6664, 9003, 

14008, 24070 and 35694 element numbers are created and subjected to the same 

amount of surface pressure on top of the soil surface in case 1. 

 Figure 4- 25 shows the result of changing the number of elements in case 1. It 

is essential to find the right number of mesh in any finite element study because the 

not appropriate number of meshes could result in inaccurate results or could be time-

consuming due to the bigger running time. It can be seen that the model with 24070 

mesh elements is accurate enough for this study and 35694 elements mesh achieved 

the same results. More number of meshes needs more running time for each model and 

less number of meshes results in a more prominent element and less accurate results. 
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Figure 4- 25 Displacement-force diagram for different values of elements (mesh convergence study) 
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4.4 SUMMARY OF THE CHAPTER 

In this chapter, results and discussion was reviewed for the research conducted on pile-

soil behaviour for CPT experimental and ABAQUS numerical investigation. In the 

first section, respective results and discussion were explained for 3 selected profiles 

from the literature resources. In the second section, material properties for each model 

were demonstrated. In the third section, parametric study for different values of 

modulus of elasticity was conducted. In the fourth section, convergence study for 

various values of elements in different mesh sizes was discussed. In the chapter 

obtained displacement-force diagrams for each of 108 models were briefly described 

to validate ABAQUS results. All and all, based on the reviewed diagrams, this 

proposed study compares the results of the CPT and FEA methods under different 

loads and with different soil and pile types in a validated trend outcomes. 
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5 Investigation of Soil Behaviour 

Based on CPT Data and Numerical 

Modeling 

 

 

5.1 INTRODUCTION AND CHAPTER OVERVIEW 

The effectiveness of the recently proposed models concerning the prediction of total 

stresses and displacement requires one to compare it with that of other modelling 

approaches or experimental outcomes. In order to validate the results from numerical 

analysis using ABAQUS, with the field outcomes, a comparison amongst the FEM 

and experimental methods is carried out to examine the accuracy of developed 

numerical models further.  Firstly, the force-displacement diagrams for all 108 tests 

have been demonstrated to investigate the correctness of ABAQUS simulation. 

Moreover, the trend line for each experimental and numerical tests illustrated in the 

diagram with the respective equation and regression results. 
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5.2 VALIDATING ALL CASES 

In order to validate obtained results from ABAQUS with CPT outcomes, both of data 

is prepared in the same diagram for each model. A polynomial trend line has been 

drawn for each series of data and respective regression value has been shown. As we 

have a total amount of 108 CPT experimental data, based on this information, the 

related model in ABAQUS has been created relied on chapter 3 methodology. 

Validation in discontinues values should be illustrated in diagrams to compare two 

methods. This is achieved by performing separate diagrams for each model. Related 

pile foundation and soil profile are accessible in appendices A, B and C. In each 

diagram the above equation and regression are referred to ABAQUS data and 

underneath equation and regression are connected to field outcomes.   

 

5.2.1 Regression Analysis 

In statistical modeling, regression analysis is a set of statistical processes for estimating 

the relationships between a dependent variable and one or more independent variables. 

The most common form of regression analysis is linear regression, in which one finds 

the line (or a more complex linear combination) that most closely fits the data 

according to a specific mathematical criterion. For example, the method of ordinary 

least squares computes the unique line (or hyperplane) that minimizes the sum of 

squared differences between the true data and that line (or hyperplane). For specific 

mathematical reasons, this allows the researcher to estimate the conditional 

expectation of the dependent variable when the independent variables take on a given 

set of values. Less common forms of regression use slightly different procedures to 

estimate alternative location parameters or estimate the conditional expectation across 

a broader collection of non-linear models. 

In this research, for each sample, respected polynomial trend line for both 

ABAQUS and Field data obtained separately. Regression value and line formula were 

shown in each diagram. 
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5.2.2 Evaluating the Model Performance 

The performance and the predictive ability of the finite element method and validation 

sets are shown graphically in Figures 5.1-5.50 for bored piles; in Figures 5.51-5.78 for 

concrete driven piles; and in Figures 5.79-5.108 for steel driven piles. The blue 

quadramgular points represents the experimental field data while the red triangle dots 

are for the finite element ABAQUS data. 

A visual inspection the figures may conclude: 

For bored piles, the ABAQUS model performs well and is capable in 

simulating the measured load-settlement behaviour of the piles. For most of the cases, 

there is an excellent correlation between FEM and measured load-settlement curve. 

Examining the predictive ability of the ABAQUS model in the validation set indicate 

that FEM is able to forecast the load-settlement behaviour accurately. 

It can also be seen that in few computational cases records, the FE model may 

not perform as good as in the other cases. This cannot be considered as shortcoming, 

as in most of these cases (e.g. cases 10,28 and 32) the FEM under-predicts the load-

settlement relationship and as a result this may assist with achieving safe design. 

For driven piles, both of the FEM and field data are developed for concrete and 

steel piles perform well in validation sets. There is an excellent correlation can be seen 

between measured and simulated load-settlement relationship of modelled piles. The 

figures also show that the complex nonlinear relationship of pile load-settlement is 

well simulated by the ABAQUS models including the strain hardening behaviour. 
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Figure 5- 1 Model A-1 

 

Figure 5- 2 Model A-2 
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Figure 5- 4 Model A-4 

 

Figure 5- 5 Model A-5 

 

Figure 5- 6 Model A-6 
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Figure 5- 7 Model A-7 

 

Figure 5- 8 Model A-8 

 

Figure 5- 9 Model A-9 
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Figure 5- 10 Model A-10 

 

Figure 5- 11 Model A-11 

 

 

Figure 5- 12 Model A-12 
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Figure 5- 13 Model A-13 

 

Figure 5- 14 Model A-14 

 

Figure 5- 15 Model A-15 
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 Figure 5- 16 Model A-16 

 

Figure 5- 17 Model A-17 

 

Figure 5- 18 Model A-18 
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Figure 5- 19 Model A-19 

 

Figure 5- 20 Model A-20 

 

Figure 5- 21 Model A-21 
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Figure 5- 22 Model A-22 

 

Figure 5- 23 Model A-23 

 

Figure 5- 24 Model A-24 
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Figure 5- 25 Model A-25 

 

Figure 5- 26 Model A-26 

 

Figure 5- 27 Model A-27 
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Figure 5- 28 Model A-28 

 

Figure 5- 29 Model A-29 

 

Figure 5- 30 Model A-30 
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Figure 5- 31 Model A-31 

 

Figure 5- 32 Model A-32 

 

Figure 5- 33 Model A-33 
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Figure 5- 34 Model A-34 

 

Figure 5- 35 Model A-35 
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Figure 5- 37 Model A-37 

 

Figure 5- 38 Model A-38 

 

Figure 5- 39 Model A-39 
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Figure 5- 40 Model A-40 

 

Figure 5- 41 Model A-41 

 

Figure 5- 42 Model A-42 
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Figure 5- 43 Model A-43 

 

Figure 5- 44 Model A-44 

 

Figure 5- 45 Model A-45 
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Figure 5- 46 Model A-46 

 

Figure 5- 47 Model A-47 

 

Figure 5- 48 Model A-48 
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Figure 5- 49 Model A-49 

 

Figure 5- 50 Model A-50 

 

Figure 5- 51 Model B-1 
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Figure 5- 52 Model B-2 

 

Figure 5- 53 Model B-3 

 

Figure 5- 54 Model B-4 
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Figure 5- 55 Model B-5 

 

Figure 5- 56 Model B-6 

 

Figure 5- 57 Model B-7 
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Figure 5- 58 Model B-8 

 

Figure 5- 59 Model B-9 

 

Figure 5- 60 Model B-10 
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Figure 5- 61 Model B-11 

 

Figure 5- 62 Model B-12 

 

Figure 5- 63 Model B-13 
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Figure 5- 64 Model B-14 

 

Figure 5- 65 Model B-15 

 

Figure 5- 66 Model B-16 
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Figure 5- 67 Model B-17 

 

Figure 5- 68 Model B-18 

 

Figure 5- 69 Model B-19 
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Figure 5- 70 Model B-20 

 

Figure 5- 71 Model B-21 

 

Figure 5- 72 Model B-22 
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Figure 5- 73 Model B-23 

 

Figure 5- 74 Model B-24 

 

Figure 5- 75 Model B-25 
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Figure 5- 76 Model B-26 

 

Figure 5- 77 Model B-27 

 

Figure 5- 78 Model B-28 
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Figure 5- 79 Model C-1 

 

Figure 5- 80 Model C-2 

 

Figure 5- 81 Model C-3 
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Figure 5- 82 Model C-4 

 

Figure 5- 83 Model C-5 

 

Figure 5- 84 Model C-6 
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Figure 5- 85 Model C-7 

 

Figure 5- 86 Model C-8 

 

Figure 5- 87 Model C-9 
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Figure 5- 88 Model C-10 

 

Figure 5- 89 Model C-11 

 

Figure 5- 90 Model C-12 
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Figure 5- 91 Model C-13 

 

Figure 5- 92 Model C-14 

 

Figure 5- 93 Model C-15 
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Figure 5- 94 Model C-16 

 

Figure 5- 95 Model C-17 

 

Figure 5- 96 Model C-18 
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Figure 5- 97 Model C-19 

 

Figure 5- 98 Model C-20 

 

Figure 5- 99 Model C-21 
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Figure 5- 100 Model C-22 

 

Figure 5- 101 Model C-23 

 

Figure 5- 102 Model C-24 
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Figure 5- 103 Model C-25 

 

Figure 5- 104 Model C-26 

 

Figure 5- 105 Model C-27 
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Figure 5- 106 Model C-28 

 

Figure 5- 107 Model C-29 

 

Figure 5- 108 Model C-30 
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5.3 SUMMARY OF THE CHAPTER 

In this chapter, results and discussion was reviewed for the research conducted on pile-

soil behaviour for CPT experimental and ABAQUS numerical investigation. In the 

first section, respective results and discussion were explained for 3 selected profiles 

from the literature resources. In the second section, material properties for each model 

were demonstrated. In the third section, parametric study for different values of 

modulus of elasticity was conducted. In the fourth section, convergence study for 

various values of elements in different mesh sizes was discussed. Then obtained 

displacement-force diagrams for each of 108 models were briefly described to validate 

ABAQUS results. All and all, based on the reviewed diagrams, this proposed study 

compares the results of the CPT and FEA methods under different loads and with 

different soil and pile types in a validated trend outcomes. 
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6  CONCLUSIONS AND 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

6.1 CONCLUSIONS 

The analysis, discussion and evidence created in the course of this research have 

endorsed the subsequent conclusions to be shown: 

• The factors that have a major impact on the bearing capability of deep 

foundations (piles) consist of the length and diameter of embedded pile, the 

middling shaft point persistence within head impact region and weighted 

middling shaft point persistence alongside pile axle. The weighted middling 

sleeve friction has a negligible effect and may be well-thought-out as a 

secondary feature. 

• The weighted middling technique for calculating the middling of shaft 

point persistence contained by head impact region or lengthwise pile axle 

delivers better averaging outcomes rather than the geometric and mathematic 

medians. The weighted middling proved advantageous mainly when many 

troughs and peaks are accessible in dignified values, and once great 

modifications occur in the values of shaft point persistence from one section 

of the deep foundation length to a different. 

• The parameters of the ABAQUS model have dissimilar stages of 

impact on the qualification of the outcome. The modulus of elasticity and the 

friction angle are the utmost influential factors. 

• When the value of E and φ increased, the shear stress along the pile and 

soil would be increased respectively. There would be a jump in the shear 
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stress-depth diagram as the type of soil has been changed to a stronger 

material. In a transition mechanism from a kind of soil to another, models 

with larger values of E and φ have more significant changes in shear stress. 

• In the load transfer mechanism diagram, which is based on the energy 

that each layer can carry out, by increasing the depth, the accumulative load 

that the soil can transfer to the next layers decreases. This decay ratio for 

stronger layers, like gravel sand soil, is less than the weaker layers. By 

increasing the parameters E and φ in respective study layers, this value 

increases significantly. 

• When CPT results show that there is a noticeable jump in the cone tip 

resistance profile, there would be a consequence in the shear stress-depth 

diagram. Therefore, we have a modification in the shear stress at that point 

for all parametric study models This research shows that the performance of 

the model in more dense soil is better than weaker soil. 

• When the CPT outcomes have distortions in any depth from ground 

level, consequently these distortions have slight effects in soil pile interaction 

alongside the pile at that distance.  

• It is essential to find the right number of element in meshes in any finite 

element study because the not appropriate number of meshes could result in 

inaccurate results or could be time-consuming due to the longer running time. 

More number of meshes needs more running time for each model and less 

number of meshes results in a more prominent element and less accurate 

results. 

• In order to validate the results from numerical analysis using 

ABAQUS, with the field outcomes, a comparison amongst the FEM and 

experimental methods should be carried out to examine the accuracy of 

developed numerical models further.  Firstly, the force-displacement 

diagrams have to be demonstrated to investigate the correctness of ABAQUS 

simulation. Moreover, the trend line for each experimental and numerical 

tests should be illustrated in the diagram with the respective equation and 

regression results. 
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6.2 RECOMMENDATIONS 

• The proposed FEM model can be used for accurate prediction of pile groups 

behaviour including axial capacity and load-settlement curve due to lateral 

loading. 

• The FEM ABAQUS technique can also be used to predict the capacity of the 

deep foundations (piles) utilising the data of dynamic approaches. 

• The competency of FEM ABAQUS to model the constitutive conduct of soils 

can considerably be developed if the method is prepared qualified of 

performing a feedback function in which the predicted result in the existing 

state is fed back to be an input for the next state. 

• It is recommended that designers notice the expanded models as alternative for 

predicting the loading-settlement conduct and the axial capability of piles 

embedded in sand and mixed soil. 

• The limitation of FEM ABAQUS package to model saturated and partially 

saturated soils can be of interest for engineers to find other finite element 

software. 

• For validating FEM ABAQUS outcome with CPT results, other diagrams 

rather than force-displacement can be performed to obtain more reliable 

technique. 

• A parametric study with other functions, like cohesion, dilation angle, 

groundwater level, lateral earth pressure coefficient, length of pile outside of 

soil and other installation methods can be performed to evaluate the FEM 

ABAQUS results. 

• Convergence study can be extended to more comparing functions, like 

settlement, ultimate capacity and stresses. 

• The results of this study, which are based on plaine-strain analysis can be 

compared with results of three-dimentional (3D) finite element modelling to 

evaluate the accuaracy of plane-strain model. 

• The application of the proposed FEM model for raked piles can be investigated 

• The application of the proposed FEM model for piles socketed into rock can 

be investigated. 
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Appendix A - Bored Piles Case Records Summary 

 

Table A-1 Bored piles case records summary (continued) 

Ac = cross section area, Acir = unit circumferential area; D = diameter; Deq = equivalent diameter; L = embedment length; SML = slow 

maintained load test; na = not available; CYC = cyclic load test; QML = quick maintained load test; CRP = constant rate of penetration; IE = 

incremental equilibrium; M = Mechanical; E = Electrical 
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 Table A-1 Bored piles case records summary (continued) 

Ac = cross section area, Acir = unit circumferential area; D = diameter; Deq = equivalent diameter; L = embedment length; SML = slow 

maintained load test; na = not available; CYC = cyclic load test; QML = quick maintained load test; CRP = constant rate of penetration; IE = 

incremental equilibrium; M = Mechanical; E = Electrical  
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Table A-1 Bored piles case records summary (continued) 

Ac = cross section area, Acir = unit circumferential area; D = diameter; Deq = equivalent diameter; L = embedment length; SML = slow 

maintained load test; na = not available; CYC = cyclic load test; QML = quick maintained load test; CRP = constant rate of penetration; IE = 

incremental equilibrium; M = Mechanical; E = Electrical
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Figure A-1 Summary sheet for case record 1, (a) pile geometry and soil profile, (b) cone tip 

resistance profile, (c) load deflection plot  
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Figure A-2 Summary sheet for case record 2, (a) pile geometry and soil profile, (b) cone tip 

resistance profile, (c) load deflection plot 
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Figure A-3 Summary sheet for case record 3, (a) pile geometry and soil profile, (b) cone tip 

resistance profile, (c) load deflection plot  
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Figure A-4 Summary sheet for case record 4, (a) pile geometry and soil profile, (b) cone tip 

resistance profile, (c) load deflection plot  
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Figure A-5 Summary sheet for case record 5, (a) pile geometry and soil profile, (b) cone tip 

resistance profile, (c) load deflection plot  
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Figure A-6 Summary sheet for case record 6, (a) pile geometry and soil profile, (b) cone tip 

resistance profile, (c) load deflection plot  
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Figure A-7 Summary sheet for case record 7, (a) pile geometry and soil profile, (b) cone tip 

resistance profile, (c) load deflection plot  
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Figure A-8 Summary sheet for case record 8, (a) pile geometry and soil profile, (b) cone tip 

resistance profile, (c) load deflection plot  
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Figure A-9 Summary sheet for case record 9, (a) pile geometry and soil profile, (b) cone tip 

resistance profile, (c) load deflection plot  
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Figure A-10 Summary sheet for case record 10, (a) pile geometry and soil profile, (b) 

cone tip resistance profile, (c) load deflection plot  
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Figure A-11 Summary sheet for case record 11, (a) pile geometry and soil profile, (b) 

cone tip resistance profile, (c) load deflection plot  
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Figure A-12 Summary sheet for case record 12, (a) pile geometry and soil profile, (b) 

cone tip resistance profile, (c) load deflection plot  
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Figure A-13 Summary sheet for case record 13, (a) pile geometry and soil profile, (b) 

cone tip resistance profile, (c) load deflection plot  
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Figure A-14 Summary sheet for case record 14, (a) pile geometry and soil profile, (b) 

cone tip resistance profile, (c) load deflection plot  
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Figure A-15 Summary sheet for case record 15, (a) pile geometry and soil profile, (b) 

cone tip resistance profile, (c) load deflection plot  
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Figure A-16 Summary sheet for case record 16, (a) pile geometry and soil profile, (b) 

cone tip resistance profile, (c) load deflection plot  
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Figure A-17 Summary sheet for case record 17, (a) pile geometry and soil profile, (b) 

cone tip resistance profile, (c) load deflection plot  
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Figure A-18 Summary sheet for case record 18, (a) pile geometry and soil profile, (b) 

cone tip resistance profile, (c) load deflection plot  
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Figure A-19 Summary sheet for case record 19, (a) pile geometry and soil profile, (b) 

cone tip resistance profile, (c) load deflection plot  
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Figure A-20 Summary sheet for case record 20, (a) pile geometry and soil profile, (b) 

cone tip resistance profile, (c) load deflection plot  
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Figure A-21 Summary sheet for case record 21, (a) pile geometry and soil profile, (b) 

cone tip resistance profile, (c) load deflection plot  
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Figure A-22 Summary sheet for case record 22, (a) pile geometry and soil profile, (b) 

cone tip resistance profile, (c) load deflection plot  
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Figure A-23 Summary sheet for case record 23, (a) pile geometry and soil profile, (b) 

cone tip resistance profile, (c) load deflection plot  
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Figure A-24 Summary sheet for case record 24, (a) pile geometry and soil profile, (b) 

cone tip resistance profile, (c) load deflection plot  
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Figure A-25 Summary sheet for case record 25, (a) pile geometry and soil profile, (b) 

cone tip resistance profile, (c) load deflection plot  
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Figure A-26 Summary sheet for case record 26, (a) pile geometry and soil profile, (b) 

cone tip resistance profile, (c) load deflection plot  
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Figure A-27 Summary sheet for case record 27, (a) pile geometry and soil profile, (b) 

cone tip resistance profile, (c) load deflection plot  
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Figure A-28 Summary sheet for case record 28, (a) pile geometry and soil profile, (b) 

cone tip resistance profile, (c) load deflection plot  
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Figure A-29 Summary sheet for case record 29, (a) pile geometry and soil profile, (b) 

cone tip resistance profile, (c) load deflection plot  
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Figure A-30 Summary sheet for case record 30, (a) pile geometry and soil profile, (b) 

cone tip resistance profile, (c) load deflection plot  
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Figure A-31 Summary sheet for case record 31, (a) pile geometry and soil profile, (b) 

cone tip resistance profile, (c) load deflection plot  
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Figure A-32 Summary sheet for case record 32, (a) pile geometry and soil profile, (b) 

cone tip resistance profile, (c) load deflection plot  
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Figure A-33 Summary sheet for case record 33, (a) pile geometry and soil profile, (b) 

cone tip resistance profile, (c) load deflection plot  
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Figure A-34 Summary sheet for case record 34, (a) pile geometry and soil profile, (b) 

cone tip resistance profile, (c) load deflection plot  
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Figure A-35 Summary sheet for case record 35, (a) pile geometry and soil profile, (b) 

cone tip resistance profile, (c) load deflection plot  
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Figure A-36 Summary sheet for case record 36, (a) pile geometry and soil profile, (b) 

cone tip resistance profile, (c) load deflection plot 
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Figure A-37 Summary sheet for case record 37, (a) pile geometry and soil profile, (b) 

cone tip resistance profile, (c) load deflection plot  
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Figure A-38 Summary sheet for case record 38, (a) pile geometry and soil profile, (b) 

cone tip resistance profile, (c) load deflection plot  
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Figure A-39 Summary sheet for case record 39, (a) pile geometry and soil profile, (b) 

cone tip resistance profile, (c) load deflection plot  
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Figure A-40 Summary sheet for case record 40, (a) pile geometry and soil profile, (b) 

cone tip resistance profile, (c) load deflection plot  
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Figure A-41 Summary sheet for case record 41, (a) pile geometry and soil profile, (b) 

cone tip resistance profile, (c) load deflection plot  
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Figure A-42 Summary sheet for case record 42, (a) pile geometry and soil profile, (b) 

cone tip resistance profile, (c) load deflection plot  
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Figure A-43 Summary sheet for case record 43, (a) pile geometry and soil profile, (b) 

cone tip resistance profile, (c) load deflection plot  
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Figure A-44 Summary sheet for case record 44, (a) pile geometry and soil profile, (b) 

cone tip resistance profile, (c) load deflection plot  
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Figure A-45 Summary sheet for case record 45, (a) pile geometry and soil profile, (b) 

cone tip resistance profile, (c) load deflection plot  
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Figure A-46 Summary sheet for case record 46, (a) pile geometry and soil profile, (b) 

cone tip resistance profile, (c) load deflection plot  
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Figure A-47 Summary sheet for case record 47, (a) pile geometry and soil profile, (b) 

cone tip resistance profile, (c) load deflection plot  
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Figure A-48 Summary sheet for case record 48, (a) pile geometry and soil profile, (b) 

cone tip resistance profile, (c) load deflection plot  
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Figure A-49 Summary sheet for case record 49, (a) pile geometry and soil profile, (b) 

cone tip resistance profile, (c) load deflection plot  
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Figure A-50 Summary sheet for case record 50, (a) pile geometry and soil profile, (b) 

cone tip resistance profile, (c) load deflection plot
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Appendix B - Concrete Driven Piles Case Records Summary 

  

Table B-1 Concrete driven piles case records summary 

Ac = cross section area, Acir = unit circumferential area; D = diameter; Deq = equivalent diameter; L = embedment length; SML = slow  

maintained load test; na = not available; CYC = cyclic load test; QML = quick maintained load test; CRP = constant rate of penetration; IE = 

incremental equilibrium; M = Mechanical; E = Electrical 
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Table B-1 Concrete driven piles case records summary (continued) 

Ac = cross section area, Acir = unit circumferential area; D = diameter; Deq = equivalent diameter; L = embedment length; SML = slow  

maintained load test; na = not available; CYC = cyclic load test; QML = quick maintained load test; CRP = constant rate of penetration; IE = 

incremental equilibrium; M = Mechanical; E = Electrical 
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Figure B-1 Summary sheet for case record 1, (a) pile geometry and soil profile, (b) cone tip resistance profile, (c) sleeve friction profile, 

(d) load deflection plot 
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Figure B-2 Summary sheet for case record 2, (a) pile geometry and soil profile, (b) cone tip resistance profile, (c) sleeve friction profile, 

(d) load deflection plot 
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Figure B-3 Summary sheet for case record 3, (a) pile geometry and soil profile, (b) cone tip resistance profile, (c) sleeve friction profile, 

(d) load deflection plot 
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Figure B-4 Summary sheet for case record 4, (a) pile geometry and soil profile, (b) cone tip resistance profile, (c) sleeve friction profile, 

(d) load deflection plot 
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Figure B-5 Summary sheet for case record 5, (a) pile geometry and soil profile, (b) cone tip resistance profile, (c) sleeve friction profile, 

(d) load deflection plot 
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Figure B-6 Summary sheet for case record 6, (a) pile geometry and soil profile, (b) cone tip resistance profile, (c) sleeve friction profile, 

(d) load deflection plot 
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Figure B-7 Summary sheet for case record 7, (a) pile geometry and soil profile, (b) cone tip resistance profile, (c) sleeve friction profile, 

(d) load deflection plot 
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Figure B-8 Summary sheet for case record 8, (a) pile geometry and soil profile, (b) cone tip resistance profile, (c) sleeve friction profile, 

(d) load deflection plot 
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Figure B-9 Summary sheet for case record 9, (a) pile geometry and soil profile, (b) cone tip resistance profile, (c) sleeve friction profile, 

(d) load deflection plot 
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Figure B-10 Summary sheet for case record 10, (a) pile geometry and soil profile, (b) cone tip resistance profile, (c) sleeve friction profile, 

(d) load deflection plot 
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Figure B-11 Summary sheet for case record 11, (a) pile geometry and soil profile, (b) cone tip resistance profile, (c) sleeve friction profile, 

(d) load deflection plot 
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Figure B-12 Summary sheet for case record 12, (a) pile geometry and soil profile, (b) cone tip resistance profile, (c) sleeve friction profile, 

(d) load deflection plot 
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Figure B-13 Summary sheet for case record 13, (a) pile geometry and soil profile, (b) cone tip resistance profile, (c) sleeve friction profile, 

(d) load deflection plot 
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Figure B-14 Summary sheet for case record 14, (a) pile geometry and soil profile, (b) cone tip resistance profile, (c) sleeve friction profile, 

(d) load deflection plot 
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Figure B-15 Summary sheet for case record 15, (a) pile geometry and soil profile, (b) cone tip resistance profile, (c) sleeve friction profile, 

(d) load deflection plot 
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Figure B-16 Summary sheet for case record 16, (a) pile geometry and soil profile, (b) cone tip resistance profile, (c) sleeve friction profile, 

(d) load deflection plot 
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Figure B-17 Summary sheet for case record 17, (a) pile geometry and soil profile, (b) cone tip resistance profile, (c) sleeve friction profile, 

(d) load deflection plot 
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Figure B-18 Summary sheet for case record 18, (a) pile geometry and soil profile, (b) cone tip resistance profile, (c) sleeve friction profile, 

(d) load deflection plot 
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Figure B-19 Summary sheet for case record 19, (a) pile geometry and soil profile, (b) cone tip resistance profile, (c) sleeve friction profile, 

(d) load deflection plot 
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Figure B-20 Summary sheet for case record 20, (a) pile geometry and soil profile, (b) cone tip resistance profile, (c) sleeve friction profile, 

(d) load deflection plot 
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Figure B-21 Summary sheet for case record 21, (a) pile geometry and soil profile, (b) cone tip resistance profile, (c) sleeve friction profile, 

(d) load deflection plot 
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Figure B-22 Summary sheet for case record 22, (a) pile geometry and soil profile, (b) cone tip resistance profile, (c) sleeve friction profile, 

(d) load deflection plot 
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Figure B-23 Summary sheet for case record 23, (a) pile geometry and soil profile, (b) cone tip resistance profile, (c) sleeve friction profile, 

(d) load deflection plot 
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Figure B-24 Summary sheet for case record 24, (a) pile geometry and soil profile, (b) cone tip resistance profile, (c) sleeve friction profile, 

(d) load deflection plot 
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Figure B-25 Summary sheet for case record 25, (a) pile geometry and soil profile, (b) cone tip resistance profile, (c) sleeve friction profile, 

(d) load deflection plot 
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Figure B-26 Summary sheet for case record 26, (a) pile geometry and soil profile, (b) cone tip resistance profile, (c) sleeve friction profile, 

(d) load deflection plot 
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Figure B-27 Summary sheet for case record 27, (a) pile geometry and soil profile, (b) cone tip resistance profile, (c) sleeve friction profile, 

(d) load deflection plot 
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Figure B-28 Summary sheet for case record 28, (a) pile geometry and soil profile, (b) cone tip resistance profile, (c) sleeve friction profile, 

(d) load deflection plot 
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Appendix C - Steel Driven Piles Case Records Summary 

 

Table C-1 Steel driven piles case records summary 

Ac = cross section area, Acir = unit circumferential area; D = diameter; Deq = equivalent diameter; L = embedment length; SML = slow  

maintained load test; na = not available; CYC = cyclic load test; QML = quick maintained load test; CRP = constant rate of penetration; IE = 

incremental equilibrium; M = Mechanical; E = Electrical 
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Table C-1 Steel driven piles case records summary (Continued) 

Ac = cross section area, Acir = unit circumferential area; D = diameter; Deq = equivalent diameter; L = embedment length; SML = slow  

maintained load test; na = not available; CYC = cyclic load test; QML = quick maintained load test; CRP = constant rate of penetration; IE = 

incremental equilibrium; M = Mechanical; E = Electrical 
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Figure C.1 Summary sheet for case record 1, (a) pile geometry and soil profile, (b) cone tip resistance profile, (c) sleeve friction profile, 

(d) load deflection plot 
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Figure C.2 Summary sheet for case record 2, (a) pile geometry and soil profile, (b) cone tip resistance profile, (c) sleeve friction profile, 

(d) load deflection plot 
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Figure C.3 Summary sheet for case record 3, (a) pile geometry and soil profile, (b) cone tip resistance profile, (c) sleeve friction profile, 

(d) load deflection plot 
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Figure C.4 Summary sheet for case record 4, (a) pile geometry and soil profile, (b) cone tip resistance profile, (c) sleeve friction profile, 

(d) load deflection plot 
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Figure C.5 Summary sheet for case record 5, (a) pile geometry and soil profile, (b) cone tip resistance profile, (c) sleeve friction profile, 

(d) load deflection plot 
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Figure C.6 Summary sheet for case record 6, (a) pile geometry and soil profile, (b) cone tip resistance profile, (c) sleeve friction profile, 

(d) load deflection plot 
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Figure C.7 Summary sheet for case record 7, (a) pile geometry and soil profile, (b) cone tip resistance profile, (c) sleeve friction profile, 

(d) load deflection plot 
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Figure C.8 Summary sheet for case record 8, (a) pile geometry and soil profile, (b) cone tip resistance profile, (c) sleeve friction profile, 

(d) load deflection plot 
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Figure C.9 Summary sheet for case record 9, (a) pile geometry and soil profile, (b) cone tip resistance profile, (c) sleeve friction profile, 

(d) load deflection plot 
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Figure C.10 Summary sheet for case record 10, (a) pile geometry and soil profile, (b) cone tip resistance profile, (c) sleeve friction profile, 

(d) load deflection plot 
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Figure C.11 Summary sheet for case record 11, (a) pile geometry and soil profile, (b) cone tip resistance profile, (c) sleeve friction profile, 

(d) load deflection plot 
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Figure C.12 Summary sheet for case record 12, (a) pile geometry and soil profile, (b) cone tip resistance profile, (c) sleeve friction profile, 

(d) load deflection plot 
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Figure C.13 Summary sheet for case record 13, (a) pile geometry and soil profile, (b) cone tip resistance profile, (c) sleeve friction profile, 

(d) load deflection plot 
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Figure C.14 Summary sheet for case record 14, (a) pile geometry and soil profile, (b) cone tip resistance profile, (c) sleeve friction profile, 

(d) load deflection plot 
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Figure C.15 Summary sheet for case record 15, (a) pile geometry and soil profile, (b) cone tip resistance profile, (c) sleeve friction profile, 

(d) load deflection plot 
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Figure C.16 Summary sheet for case record 16, (a) pile geometry and soil profile, (b) cone tip resistance profile, (c) sleeve friction profile, 

(d) load deflection plot 
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Figure C.17 Summary sheet for case record 17, (a) pile geometry and soil profile, (b) cone tip resistance profile, (c) sleeve friction profile, 

(d) load deflection plot 
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Figure C.18 Summary sheet for case record 18, (a) pile geometry and soil profile, (b) cone tip resistance profile, (c) sleeve friction profile, 

(d) load deflection plot 
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Figure C.19 Summary sheet for case record 19, (a) pile geometry and soil profile, (b) cone tip resistance profile, (c) sleeve friction profile, 

(d) load deflection plot 
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Figure C.20 Summary sheet for case record 20, (a) pile geometry and soil profile, (b) cone tip resistance profile, (c) sleeve friction profile, 

(d) load deflection plot 
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Figure C.21 Summary sheet for case record 21, (a) pile geometry and soil profile, (b) cone tip resistance profile, (c) sleeve friction profile, 

(d) load deflection plot 
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Figure C.22 Summary sheet for case record 22, (a) pile geometry and soil profile, (b) cone tip resistance profile, (c) sleeve friction profile, 

(d) load deflection plot 
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Figure C.23 Summary sheet for case record 23, (a) pile geometry and soil profile, (b) cone tip resistance profile, (c) sleeve friction profile, 

(d) load deflection plot 
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Figure C.24 Summary sheet for case record 24, (a) pile geometry and soil profile, (b) cone tip resistance profile, (c) sleeve friction profile, 

(d) load deflection plot 
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Figure C.25 Summary sheet for case record 25, (a) pile geometry and soil profile, (b) cone tip resistance profile, (c) sleeve friction profile, 

(d) load deflection plot 
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Figure C.26 Summary sheet for case record 26, (a) pile geometry and soil profile, (b) cone tip resistance profile, (c) sleeve friction profile, 

(d) load deflection plot 
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Figure C.27 Summary sheet for case record 27, (a) pile geometry and soil profile, (b) cone tip resistance profile, (c) sleeve friction profile, 

(d) load deflection plot 
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Figure C.28 Summary sheet for case record 28, (a) pile geometry and soil profile, (b) cone tip resistance profile, (c) sleeve friction profile, 

(d) load deflection plot 
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Figure C.29 Summary sheet for case record 29, (a) pile geometry and soil profile, (b) cone tip resistance profile, (c) sleeve friction profile, 

(d) load deflection plot 
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Figure C.30 Summary sheet for case record 30, (a) pile geometry and soil profile, (b) cone tip resistance profile, (c) sleeve friction profile, 

(d) load deflection plot5
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